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ABSTRACT

Axial tensile cracks in a uniaxial or low connning stress. triaxial compression test
follow a compression-paralle1 straight path for long distances, often through the whole
length of the test specimen. When no transverse tensile stress is applied, as in the
compression test. existing h t u r e mechanics models do not d o w propagation dong the
compression direction for a long distance. One way to overcome the problem is to replace
the zero-width crack of fracture mechanics with a crack modei that bas finite width. The

approach foliowed in this work is, however, different. The zero-width crack mode1 is
retained, but the h t u r e rnechanics criterion is replaced with a stress-based one that
includes the eff't of both the maximum and minimum principal stresses.
A new fracture mode1 of rock under compressive loading, ZUSR mro-width

crack with unconfined Strength Ratio fhcture cnteria), is proposed in this thesis. The
proposed model, ZUSR,draws on U F M W e a r Elastic Fracture Mechanics) to compute
stresses around the crack tip, non-local elasticity to address the size effect and the USR
anconfined Strength Ratio, safety factor) approach to define conditions of fracture
nucleation. An approximate, closed-form solution, relating the far-fïeld compressive
s a s s to crack length, is obtained.
When the ZUSR model is applied to simulate the primary fiacture propagation
fkom a central cavity in an infinite medium Ioaded in compression, a closed-form solution
is obtained. For the finite medium, boih primary crack propagation and remote fiacture
nucleation is modeled through a finite element, numerical procedure. The W S R model is
then used to mode1 the wing crack propagation fkom a sliding crack The results show

that the ZUSR model has a i l the Ùght properties to capture the experhental evidence on

tensile fkacture in a dominantly compressive stress field. It d o w s the propagation of
straight, compression-paraile1 fhctures to any length, through a process that includes an
initial stage of crack-length hardening and a final stage of crack-length soffeniog that

approaches the state of unstable fiacture as the far-field compressive stress approaches
the compressive strength.

When the ZUSR model is built into a constitutive modei of the stress-strain
diagram, it is s h o w to be quite successful in descn'bing the essential features of the
compressive stress versus axial, lateral and volumetric strain cuves of bride rocks, such
as Lac du Bonnet granite.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AM> OBJECTXVES

The nucleation and propagation of axial tensile fkactures under compressive

loading is a weli-knom phenornenon in rock mechanics. A theoretical foundation for the
process was proposed by Griffith (1921.1924) and since then the concept of the "Gaffith

flaw" has undergone severai modifications (McClintock and Walsh, 1962; Nemat-Nasser
and Horii, 1982). The microscopic Griffith flaw is expected to create the tende stress

concentration at which nucleation occurs. The tensile crack (wing crack) will then extend
to a distance comparable in size to the flaw itself. The crack path follows the maximum

principal stress trajectory, which at the nucleation point is perpendicuiar to the flaw
perimeter, gradudly swinging into the direction of the applied compressive stress. At this
point, crack propagation should cease, since in the load-paralle1position, the crack mode1
no longer generates the tensile stress necessary for M e r propagation. There is,
however, plenty of physical evidence that crack propagation does not stop at this point. h
fact, the axial ha~ture~
found in rocks tested in compression, follows a straight, axial path

for long distances, often Born the bottom loading platen to the top Ioading platen. There
is also evidence that the propagation of the axial fkactures is controlied by the

compressive stress; with increasing compression the axial cracks have been shown to
extend, usudy in a stable and, on occasion, in an unstable manner (Kranz, 1979; Lajtai,
1988, 1990). The crack mode1 of hcture mechanics cannot account for compression-

paralle1 propagation.

Another problem is that the nucleation and propagation of axial frafhires is sizedependent (Figure 1.1). There have been many attempts to physicaliy mode1 the fracture
process using a variety of materials: glass, plaster and PlexigIass (Brace and Bombolakis,
1963; Lajtai, 1972; Gay, 1976). At the size of the physical crack models (10 to 50 mm),
the concept works quite weU in produchg the expected geometry. A problem, however,

arises at the smaiier, microscopie size where the "size effect" becomes dominant. There
is evidence that at sizes less than a few millimeters or so, the tensile hcture may no
longer grow out of the tensile stress concentration of the flaw. Instead the fiacture

nucleates at points "remote" to the flaw perimeter (remote fracture). To the author's
knowledge, no physical models of the Griffith fiaw have ever been constmcted at this
scale, but a series of experiments using cylindrical cavities in granite do support the

argument In Lac du Bonnet granite, the Iunit is at a diameter of 5 mm. For holes larger

than this, the first k t u r e (primary fiactwe) propagates out fiom the tensile stress
concentration. For a hole srnailer than 5 mm,the fracture seems to nucleate at a remote
position, where the relatively high compressive and tensile principal stresses combine to
create critical conditions. Aitematively, fracture may o.dy occur at the compressive stress
concentration. In this case the fracture seems to ignore the small hole by going around it
(Figure 1.2). At the remote nucleation site, the tensile stress is too s m d , less than the
tensile strength, to generate a fracture. At the same tirne, the compressive stress at the
remote nucleation location is quite hi@, suggesting that the compressive stress is
afTecting it. Furthemore, the same remote tensile hcture c m be seen to propagate

through the region of the compressive stress concentration of the flaw perimeter, where

there is no tension at ail. This is not unexpeztcd, since tensile fractures (axial hctures)
due to a fat-field compressive stress do f o m in granite, with or without a hole.

200 r

Diameter of cavity (mm)
Figure 1.1 Size effect on the 10ad of primary crack nucleation in plate of granite with a central
cylindricd cavity. Loading is in uniaxial compression.

Axial tende cracks in a uniaxial or triaxial compression test follow a

compression-pardiel straight path for long distances, often through the whole length of
the test specimen. When no transverse tende stress is applied, as in the compression test,

the fiactwe mechanics model, the zero-width mathematical crack, does not aïiow
3

propagation dong the compression direction. One way to overcome the problem of axial
propagation is to replace the zero-width crack of f k t u r e mechanïcs with a crack model
that has a nnite width (Yuan, Lajtai and Ayarï, 1993; Dzik and Lajtai. 1996).

Figure 1.2 A granite sample showing remote (rîght) and compressive (ieft) fractures, but no
primary fractute @izk, Lajtai, 1996)-

The fint objective of this study is to construct a new fiacture model, based on the
zero-width crack, that c m be made to propagate parallel with the maximum compressive
principal stress. This is achieved by replacing the fracture mechanics criterion with a new
fracture cntenon that includes the effect of a l i the principal stresses. This is the sarne

criterion that has been used in finite-width crack modeling (Yuan and Lajtai, 1993; Dzik
4

and Lajtai, 1996). c d e d the unconfineci Strength Ratio or USR criterion (Lajtai et. aL.,
1991; Carter et al., 1991, 1992). Essentially, the crack model proposed here combines
three elements: linear elastic fÎacture mechanics (LEFM),the non-locd elasticity method
(Eringen, 1972, 1977; Wang, 1992) and the USR criterion for h t u r e . Based on the
approach described above, a new h t u r e model (ZUSR)is proposed. This model draws

on LEFM to compute stresses amund the crack tip, non-local elasticity to address the size
effect and the US" (safety factor) appmach to d e h e the conditions of firactiire. ZUSR

offen a closed-form solution relating the far-field compressive stress to the crack length.
It allows the propagation of straight, compression-parallel k t u r e s to any Length through

a two-step process that includes an initial stage of crack-length hardening and a final
stage of crack-length softening. In contrast, fracture mechanics models do not have the

crack-length softening stage.

The softening phase becomes possible through the

inciusion of the compressive principal stress in the fracture criterion using the USR
criterion.
The second objective of this thesis is to mode1 primary crack propagation and
remote fracture nucleation around a cylindrical cavity subjected to compressive loading,
in the hope of predicting both the primary crack propagation and remote fracture

nucleation.

The third objective of this thesis is to model wing crack propagation nom a
sliding crack under compressive loading. The wing crack mechanism may play an
important role in the compressive fdure of rocks loaded either uniaxially or under a
moderate degree of confinement.

Io response to differential compressive stresses, most rocks exhiiit a complex
pattern of strain. Lnitially, the slope of the stress-straïn curve increases, as low aspect ratio

microcracks and imperfect grain boundaries close. This non-linear deformation is
followed by a near-hear stress-strain behavior, often interpreted as elastic deformation,
although frictional sfiding may occur between microcrack surfaces. Before the peak of
the stress-strain curve, microcrack growth in the direction of the maximum applied stress

resdts in dilation. Deformations greater than those corresponding to the peak strength of
the rock usudy follow straùi-softening, and for smaü applied confining stresses are
accompanied by extreme dilation produced by tensile rnicrocracks. The contining stress
tends to suppress dilation. The stochastic arrangement of grain boundaries, pores and
microcracks in rock produce local concentrations of tensile stress, even when the rock is
subjected only to compressive stresses that result in tensile microcracking. The tensile
microcracks, predominantly aligned parallel to the maximum principal stress axis,
produce dilation and stress-induced elastic anisotropy.

The fourth objective of this thesis is to simulate the stress-strain diagram based on
the fracture model proposed in the present work. The stress-strain relationship is derived
using Castigliano's theorem, following Kemeny and Cook (1987, 1990). The model
employs the assumption that the total strain consists of an elastic strain due to the elastic
deformation of the ma&, plus an inelastic strain due to the propagation of microcracks.
By generalizing the results obtained h m the analysis of a single crack. a continuum

description of the elastic body is derived. Using this method, a new rnodel of crack
propagation and a stress-strain constitutive equation are developed, which can refiect
many features of the fiacture and deformation of rock under compressive loading.

CHAPTER 2
MICROCRACKING MECaANISM OF ROCKS IN COMPRESSION

Under experimental and naturai conditions, where cracks are known to exist and
proliferate, mechanical stresses can generate cracks through at least six different
mechanisms (Kranz, 1983). These include microcracks produced as a result of (1) twin
interactions with grain boundaries and other twins; (2) release of stored strain energy
associated with kink bands and deformation lamella; (3) cleavage separations; (4) stress
concentrations in the neighborhood of grain bouudaries, intracrystalline cavities and
crack tips; (5) mismatches in the elastic cornpliance of neighbo~ggrains, and (6) grain
translations and rotations.

In laboratory tested rock specimens, coming nom uniaxial or triaxial compression
tests, it is very difiicult to îïnd the originating crack-wing crack geometry (lajtai, 1988;
Lajtai et al., 1992). Indeed, it is often difficult to locate the originating crack at all. Most
cracks in rocks are relatively straight, arranged within a

+

10° interval near the

compression direction (Figure 2.1). In test specimens, they Vary in length fiom a fiaction
of a millimeter to several centimeters. Occasionally, in uniaxial compression tests, wing
cracks travel through the whole specimen following a very straight and not a c w e d ,
compression-parallel path (axial fracture). There is, however, some indication that tensile
cracks in compression start at grain boundaries, and preferably at those that are inclined
to the compression direction.

In a statistical shidy of apparent "starting cracks" in

compression tested specimens of Lac du Bonnet granite, 85 percent of the observed crack
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The orientation of those grain boundaries that had cracks associated wïth them was
measured and observations plotted in the form of a histogram. Aithough cracks were
observed to start at the grain boundaries of dl orientations, those inciined at around 30"
to the maximum principal stress, seem to be the most effective in the generation of cracks
(after Lajtai, 1988).

Figure 2.1 The infiuence of grain boundary orientation on crack generation - a statistical
study.

cracks were found to start at grain boundaries, while oniy 15 percent had their origin
within the grain (Lajtai, 1988). There was an appreciable concentration of cracks that
formed at grain boundaries that were oriented within a 20° - 4û0band, measured fiom the

90

compression direction (Figure 2.1). The 30°orientation, of course, is the direction of the
aitical crack of Griffith (1924). No curved cracks were found and not aii the observed

cmks started h m the origînating crack tip. Presumably, they c m form at any point
along the crack Iengtb. Grain boundaries are zones of disorder in rock; relatively open
sections are usually separated by solid rock bridges (Sprunt and Brace, 1974).
Presumably, several stress concentrations may exist along a grain boundary, each
generating its own wing crack The orighating crack Iength may be much shorter than
the visible grain boundary. AU this would suggest that wing cracks propagate more easïly
than the fracture mechanics models wodd suggest, and may grow to a size that is many

times the size of the originatïng crack.
It is not clear which one of these ffacture mechanisrns dominates in rock under
compression. What is clear is that observable fractures in compression extend in their
own plane and follow the direction of the maximum compressive principal stress.
Fracture propagation is normally stable; the driving stress must be raised continuously to
increase the crack length. In some laboratory experiments, however, unstable fracture has
been observed as well. From the viewpoint of h c t u r e mechanics, the dominant
mechanism of rock fracture in compression is Mode4 cracking. Direct observation of the
formation of microcracks in rocks during various stages of deformation has produced a
large body of evidence that strongly suggests cracks nucleate fkom pre-existing flaws and

propagate predominantiy as Mode-1 (opening mode) fractures (Costin, 1983, 1987;
Lajtai, 1988, 1990). However, this does not mean that Mode-II (sliding mode) cracking,

Mode-III (tearing mode) cracking or the combinations of these modes do not exist

However, in order to simplify matters, Mode-II and Mode-III fiachires wiU not be
discussed.
A major diffcuity in developing a hcture mode1 for rocks is the fact that mck is

a very heterogeneous materid, containhg different types of crystals and structurai
weaknesses at ail sizes. These include grain boundaries, pores and cracks - on the small
scales, as well as joints, faults and bending planes - on the larger scales. The exact size
and shape of the starting flaw in rocks are still not dear. In a l l probability, the crack

starters have a variety of sizes, orientations and shapes, with most nucleation sites
occurring along grain boundaries. These preexisting flaws act as stress raisers. They

produce tension h m mismatches in elastic properties along grain boundaries
(Tapponnier and Brace, 1976) or nom naturai flaws and pores (Sprunt and Brace, 1974,

Rummel, 1988; Sammis and Ashby, 1986), fiom sliding dong pre-existing cracks
(Nemat-Nasser and Hom, 1982; Zteiv, 1983; Ashby and Hallam, 1986; Hom and Nemat-

Nasser, 1986; Kemeny and Cook, 1987), and fiom grain cmshing (Zhang et al., 1989).

Figure 2.2 to Figure 2.6 show some observed microcracking mechanism of Lac du
Bonnet granite in compression. Micromechanicd models based on fracture mechanics

have been developed for the different mechanisms by many different researchers.
Because of the similarity in rock behavior under compression in a wide range of rock
types, it is not surprishg that these micromechanical models have many similarities.

Lac du Bonnet granite, 40x magnincation in transmitted light rnicroscopy. Loading in
triaxial compression with the maximum principal stress Wing vertical (after Lajtai et al.,
1990).

Figure 2.2 Tensile

hctures

nucleathg at various points in the rock and extending

parallel with the maximum principal (compressive) stress trajectory.

Lac du Bonnet granite, 4ûx magnification in transrnitted light microscopy. Loading in
triaxial compression with the maximum principal stress vertical (after Lajtai et al., 1990).

Figure 2.3 A naturai 'Griffith Crack', a grain boundary between two quartz crystals,
nucleates two long wing cracks.

Lac du Bonnet granite, 40x magnîfication in transmitted light microscopy. Loading in
triaxial compression with the maximum principal stress king verticai (after Lajtai,
1988).
Figure 2.4 A natural 'GrBith Crack' in a biotite grain or the boundary around it nucleates
long wing cracks.

Lac du Bonnet granite, 40x magnification in transmitted Iight microscopy. Loading in
triaxial compression with the maximumprincipal stress vertical (after Lajtai, 1988).
Figure 2.5 A natural 'Griffith Crack', the grain boundary of a biotite flake, nucleates two
long wing cracks (pardel to the maximum compressive p ~ c i p astnss
i
trajectory).

The majority of cracks that were observed are intracrystalline. Especially in compression,
the grain boundary must be within a few degrees of the compression direction for a crack
to follow i t h this rather rare example, the crack starts at a biotite aggregate, foilows
cleavage in oligoclase feldspar and then continues dong a suitabie oriented grain
boundary in polycrystalline quartz at the center. Running out of a parallel grain boundary,
it cuts across the quartz grain in front of it and fïnally stops inside the next quartz crystal.
Loading in triaxial compression with the maximum principal stress vertical (aiter Lajtai,
1988).

Figure 2.6 Grain bowidary cracking.

CHAPTER 3

FRACTURE MODELS OF ROCK IN COMPRESSION

3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a review of crack models and fhcture criteria used to
descnï fracture in brittie materials under compressive Ioading conditions.

Engineering fracture mechanics has gained considerable attention in recent years
as a tool for quantZying the failure processes that occur in rock. Its application has

prolifeiated into many diverse areas of rock mechanics, as evidenced by its use in the
design of tunnels, foundations and dams, as well as in hydro frachiring, well-bore

stability, rock blasting and comminution.
Introductory texts describing the theory of hcture mechanics have been provided
by Knon (1973), Lawn & Wïlshaw (1975) and Broek (1982). Many applications of
fracture mechaniçs for specinc crack configurations can be found in compilations by S h i .

(1973), Tada et al. (1973) and Rodc & Cartwright (1976). Earlier rock fracture
investigations in the mid-1960's focused on the application of the Griffith energy balance
theory and the stress-based criteria in its various modincations. The potential significance
of LEFM (linear elastic fiachire mechanics) to the solution of fiacture problems involving

rocks was, however, soon recognized. Bieniawski (1967) used the concept of the critical

strain energy release rate to study rock bursts and found it to be a useful tool in
understanding the mechanism of large-scde k t u r e . In the early 19703, concepts of
fracture mechanïcs were applied to rock fracture and the fracture toughness of rock was

measured and cousidered as an important intrinsic property of the rock (Peng and
Johnson, 1972; Hardy, 1973). Shultaneously, both analyticai and numerical modehg
of discrete fracture initiation and propagation have been undertaken by Ingraffea and his

colIeagues (h&raffea, 1977,1983; Ingraffea and Heuze. 1980).

3.2.1 Stress Intensity Factor Analysis
It is traditional in fracture mechanics to distinguish three basic modes of cracksurface displacernent (Figure 3.1).

Mode4 (openhg mode) corresponds to a

displacernent perpendicular to the crack surface under the action of a tensile stress.

Mode-II (sliding mode) corresponds to a displacement in the crack plane, in a direction
normal to the crack fiont, under the action of the in-plane shear stress. Mode-IIi (tearing
mode) corresponds to a displacement in the crack plane, in a direction pardel to the
crack fiont, under the action of the out-of-plane shear stress.

Lawn & Wilshaw (1975) and Broek (1982) present means whereby the crack
driving force can be determined h m the stress and displacement fields of a linear elastic

solid. The stress field in the immediate vicinity of a crack tip is analyzed using classical

linear elasticity theory, with the simplifjhg approximations that: (1) any region of
inelastic behavior is negligibly smail compared with the length of the crack and the
dimensions of the cracked body; (2) the crack tip is atomically sharp; and (3) the crack

w d s remain traction fiee at ail stages of loading. With these assumptions, the general
expression for the near-field stress distribution in polar co-ordinates is given by:

where i and j define the components of the stress tensor, r and 8 are îhe radial distance

k m the crack tip aod the angle measmd from the plane of the crack, respectively. See
Figure 3.2. fij ((8) is a function of 0 that depends on the loading geometry (broek, 1982;

Eftis and Subramonian, 1978; Eftis and Subramonian, 1980; Eftis and Jones. 1982; Efits,
1984,1987; Eftis. Jones and Liebowitz, 1990).

Mode Il

Mode 1

Figure 3.1. The t
mode.

h

Mode III

modes of fiacture: 1, opening mode; II sliding mode; III tearing

Km (m = I, II, III) is the stress intensity factor for each of the three crack
displacement modes. This parameter depends only on the applied load and the crack
geometry. It is a measure of the intensity of the local stress field in front of the crack tip.

The remaining t e m in (3-1) depend only on position with respect to the crack tip. The
stress States at the crack tip for three different fiacture modes are:

Crack

X

Figure 3.2 Schematic iilustration of the co-ordinates at crack tip.
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The stress intensity factor for a two-dimensiond crack of any mode is give by

Km

==QG

(3-11)

Where Q is the remotely applied stress, and a is the crack's half-length. a is a

dimensioniess modification factor to account for geometry and edge effects, and it is

tabulated for a wîde range of crack configurations Pada et aL, 1973; Rooke and
Cartwright, 1976). An alternative expression of the stress state near the crack tip has been

aven by Efits et al. (1972, 1978, 1980,1982,1984,1987, 1990) and it will be discussed
in detail in Chapter 4.

3.3 Criteria for Crack Growth
Criteria for crack growth can be classified into two groups: phenomenological and
mechanistic criteria. Phenomenological criteria are based on the global failme process

and they commonly provide a functional relation descriiing a material's ability to support
a load. Mechanistic cnteria have a theoretical foundation. They consider the actual
mechanism of fracture.

3.3.1 Criterion for Crack Initiation in Terms of the Stress Intensity Factor
If LEFM conditions prevaü, crack propagation modeling requires laiowledge of
two parameters: the stress intensity factor, which is determined analytically as a fimction

of the geometry, load, and the appropriate hcture toughness as well as a matenal state

property, determined experimentdy. For pure Mode-1 and Mode-II fracture,as long as:
KI

Ktc

and

K,

IK,,,

(3- 12)

there will be no crack propagation fiom the crack tip. When the stress intensity factor
approaches the critical value of h c t u r e toughness, a crack will nucleate and propagate.
In the mixed-mode fiacture initiation case, there are t h e different criteria for crack

initiation.

3.3.1.1 The MMmum Stress Criterion: ah

Criterion

Erdogan and Sih (1963) appear to have been the k t to Uivestigate crack
extension under general in-plane loading and to examine the tangential stress

crack tip. They proposed a crack initiation criterion in terms of

C Ithat is

at the

known as the

maximum stress criterion or dâMxcriterion-It is based on the foilowing premises:
(1) Crack initiation takes place at the crack tip and the initid extension nomally occurs

at an angie to the original crack plane.
(2) Crack initiation occurs where 0 6 is maximum (tension considered positive):

(3) Crack initiation takes place when the maximum tangential stress, q
,
,

reaches a

critical value of the material under consideration, the tensiie strength (q).
(4) The orientation at which the crack extends is perpendicular to the direction of

maximum stress GQ-.

3.3.1.2 The Maximum Energp Release Rate Criterion: G-Criterion
Palaniswamy (1972) seems to have been the first to extend the Griffith fracture
criterion to the general case of the angled crack Kis analysis involved the solution of the
elastic stress field surroundiog a crack and the prediction of the initial direction for crack
extension, based on the energy release rate. The G is given by:

This criterion is known as the G-criterion, which means that:
(1) Crack initiation takes place at the crack tip and at an angle to the original crack plane.
(2) Crack extension takes place in a direction along which the strain energy release rate is

maximized(3) Crack initiation occurs when the maximum strain energy release rate reaches a critical

value.

3.3.1.3 Minimum Shain Energy Density Criteeion: S-Criterion
Sih (1974) demonstrated that a direction exists in which the strain energy density
is minimum. The Scriterion is based on the foliowing three fimdarnental hypotheses:
(1) The initial crack extension takes place in a direction along which the strain energy Sh
given by

attaifls a minimum critical value.
Here
K=-

3 -v for plane stress, K = 3 -4v for plane scrain, and v is Poisson's ratio.
ltv
1

a,, = - [ ( i + c o s ~ ~ ~ - c o s û ) ]
16G

sin 8
q2=-[&os0
16G

-(K-I)]

(2) Crack initiation occurs when SF reaches a critical value SF,,
where SF=is a materiai
constant.
The fracture critena discussed above are for tensile Ioading. Under compressive

loahg, the problem is more complicated. Traditionally, empincal strength theories
which are based purely on experimental data have become the normal route for modeling
the failure of rock in compressive stress fields (Hoek and Brown, 1980).

33.1.4 Empirid Failure nad Fracture Theories for Rock in Compression
The strength of rocks has been modeled through a number of empiricai criteria.
Among these, the Hoek aad Brown square-root paraboIa (Hoek and Brown, 1980) is the

most widely used. Now:

f
the value of the maximum principal stress at failure for a constant
Where o ~represents
minimum principal stress

(e),
rn is

a curve fitting parameter, s is the rock mass

parameter and Cois the uniaxial compressive strength.

The Hoek and Brown function has been fitted to data corning fiom the triaxial
compression testhg of a wide variety of rock type with good results (Hoek and Brown,

1980). Johnston (1985) proposed that the curvature of the square-mot parabola in the low
connning-pressure to tension region is not flexible enough to fit the strength data for

weaker materids. The Johnston criterion (with the stress normalized by the uniaxial
compressive strength. Co) is:

Here M and B are the controlliog parameters. which fix the compressive to tensile
strength ratio according to:

B often has a value between 0.3 and 1, where the latter value produces a Linear

relationship between the normalized maximum principal stress at failure (en)
and the
norrnalized minimum p ~ c i p astress
l
(c3,J.
Because the Hoek and Brown strength cnterion does not fit very weil in the
tension-low-compression end of the strength curve, another empincal f d u r e cnterion,
c d e d the Rocker function, was developed by Carter et al., (1991a). It is quite similar to
the Johnston criterion, although it is much easier to implement, simply requiring the
actual uniaxial tensile and uniaxial compressive strength plus one fitting parameter. The
Rocker function is:

Here COis the uniaxial compressive st~ngth.Tois the uniaxial tensile strength, a3is the
minimum principal stress, R is the fitting parameter and O Iis~ the strength for a confiaing

stress q.The exponent, R, may be regarded as a shape factor which assumes values in the
range of 0.3 to 1for most rocks.

Once the fuactional form of the fiacture criterion in CF'~ - GJ space is established,
the state of stress (CI?63) can be compared with an available resistance in order to

formulate a safety factor. Hoek and Brown (1980). for example, define the safety factor
in te-

of the maximum p ~ c i p astress
l
as:
=~f
safety factor = CI

This is vaiid as Iong as
solution for the

03

fi

> Ti.When

03

< To.a~f
is no longer dethed A possiïe

< Tocondition is to express the safety factor with respect to the

minimum principal stress 03~ so that

T,
safety factor = 6 3

For many applications, the double-criteria approach may be adequate. It has one
disadvantage; it produces an artificiai discontinuity in the safety factor distribution by

causing sudden shifts in the value of the safety factor at the point where the hcture

cnteria change. This can be avoided by redefining the safety factor ushg a functional
form that is valid at every point of 01- fi space. In order to remain close to the generally

accepted concept of the safety factor (safe when SF>l, unsafe when S F c I ) but,
simultaneously, gain the advantage of a single function formulation, the gnconfined
Strength Ratio (IISR) was proposed (Lajtai et al.. 1991). For the state of stress, expressed
through aland

03.

one may define an equivalent strength h c t i o n that represents the

SF=I condition; the strength line includes the state of stress (Figure 3.3). Since a single

point does not M y define a strength parabola, the additional characteristic of the
equivalent strength function is that it maintains the uniaxial tensile to compressive

strength ratio for the rock (T,
/ Co).For the three-parameter Rocker formulation, the
fiactional exponent (R) is kept the same as weU. USR then becornes the ratio between the
actual uniaxial compressive strength and the equivalent uniaxial compressive strength
(Ch). Because the tensile to compressive strength ratio is kept constant, an expression in

ternis of the two tensile strengths is equally valid:

at point A USR= oc
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For an arbitrary state (el,
~ 3 at
) point A, an equivalent strength curve is constnrcted first.
The latter includes the stress point and has the same C ,ratio as the strength curve.

Figure 3.3 The definition of the Unconfined Strength Ratio (USR).

Co = To
Ratio (USR)= -

Unconfined
-

Gk
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For the two-parameter parablic criteria, such as the Hoek and Brown fûnction, USR c m
be expressed explicitly:

2c0s

USR =

L

The constants m and s are those given in Hoek and Brown (1980). Similady, for the

Rocker function with R = 0 5

USR =

05

2
For R not equal to 0.5, USR cannot be expressed explicitly. If a general solution is
required for any fractional exponent, a numerical solution has been implemented in

several cornputer codes (Lajtai et al., 1991). The applicabiiity of this fracture criterion
was shown by Lajtai et al. (199 l), Carter et al. (1992), Yuan et al. (1993) and Dzür et al.

3.4 Failure Prediction Under Tension and Compression
Failure generally refers to a global process in which a material s d e r s permanent
damage affecting its ability to sustain load. Although fracture and failwe are sometimes
used synonymously, the two processes are not interchangeable. Failure is generaiiy
viewed fiom a macroscopic perspective while fracture, occurring at a smaller
(microscopic) scale, is usualiy described fiom a mechanistic viewpoint.

There are two types of fdure in rock involving microcracks. One is a tensîie

failure caused by unstable crack propagation of a single crack. The other is a compressive
fatlure caused through axial crack coalescence in a way that is not welI understood.

3.4.1.1 Griffith Energy Appmch in Tension
Griffith (1921) put forth a theory of failure on the basis of the existence of a Iarge
number of cracks within a solid body. The basic concept of this theory is that the surface
of solids possesses surface tension. When a crack propagates, new surfaces are created

and this cornes fÎom a decrease in the strain or potential energy of the stressed solid.
Using the theorem of minimum energy and Inglis' formulation for stresses around an
eiliptical crack in a plate (Figure 3.4), Griffith denved the foilowing formula, which

relates fracture size to fracture strength:

Equation (3-25) indicates that fracture in ideaily bnttle solids is governed by the product
of far-field applied stress (O), the square root of the crack length (a),and by two materiai
properties - the Young's rnodulus E and the specinc surface energy y,. Because E and ys

are matenal parameters, the right-hand side of equation (3-25) is constant. Accordingly,
k t u r e initiation takes place when the product a&

reaches a constant critical value.

Figure 3.4 Loading a crack in the opening mode with uniaxial tensile stress Q.

3.4.1.2 Stress Intensity Factor Anaïysis in Tension

Irwin (1957) established the relationship between the strain energy release rate
and the stress intensity factor at the crack tip. This is hown as the stress intensity factor

approach depending on which fracture occurs when a critical stress intensity factor is
reached. There are many ways to determine the stress intensity factor at the crack tip in a

linear elastic solid. Fracture mechanics predicts that failure in tension WU occur by

eventual catastrophic growth of the largest or most critical microcrack. Hence, tensile
failure generally involves the propagation of o d y one, or a very small number of discrete

microcracks in a narrow zone. In general, once the applied stress intensity at the tip of a
favorably oriented flaw or microcrack becornes high enough, extension will occur. The

fracture toughness (&) and the tensile strength (ar) are the two strength parameters
needed to apply hcture mechanics to rock kachue under tensile stress. A thùd
parameter is the initiai crack Iength. The last one is the most difncuit parameter to define.
It has been suggested that the initial flaw size depends on grain size (Nur and Simmons,
1970). If no specinc data are available, the average crystai or grain sue, which can easiiy
be determuied by examining the specimens, is used as the best estimate (Ingraffea and

Schmidt, 1978; Ehrlacher, 1985)- However, as Costin (1987) and Lajtai (1988) have
pointed out, the sizes of naturai fîaws in rocks Vary considerably throughout the material.
This is especiaily true for polycrystalline rocks. It is not usualiy possible to establish a
single value of the initiai flaw size that is representative of the materiai, as required by
the relationship:

Carter et aL (1988, 1992) used this equation and available experimental data for several

rocks to determine the initial crack length. He found that choosing the initial crack length
in this manner can lead to conflicting results. For example, the fracture toughness of
Tyndaii limestone is 1.0 ~ ~ a d and
r nits tensile strength is 4.0 MPa The initial half-crack
length should be 49 mm. This length is too large, since the size of the test sample for

tension is often srnalier than this. Sirnilas results are obtained for Lac du Bonnet granite,
where the h c t u r e toughness is 2.5 MPadm and the tensile strength is about 14 m a . In
this case the initial half-track length would be 25 mm. For potash, which has a fracture

toughness of 0.34 ~ ~ a d and
r n a tensile strength of 1.7 MPa, the initial half-track length
31

is 31 mm. It would appear that the simple relationship of equation (3-26) works only with
homogeneous material. In heterogeneous materiai, like rocks, both the stress intensity
factor and the tensile strength vary fiom point to point-

Fracture and failure of rocks subjected to compressive stress is generaliy much
more complex than in tensiie loading, since compressive failure involves the nucleation,
propagation, and interaction of a far greater number of microcracks. Direct observations
of such stress-induced micn>crocracksin rocks (e.g. Peng and Johnson, 1972; Tapponier &

Brace, 1976; Kranz, 1979, 1980, 1983; Wong & Biegel, 1985; Lajtai, 1988) suggest that
they nucleate fkom preexisting flaws (pores, inclusions, microcracks etc.), and propagate

primarily as tensile (Mode-I) cracks in a direction parallel to the maximum principal
compressive stress.
It is well known that in a tensile stress field, a single crack extends in an unstable

manner to macroscopic failure (Figure 3.5 (b). In compression, crack propagation is
stable. When the rock is subjected to extemal compressive loading, stresses build up
around flaws, producing areas of tension and high compression. If the load is large
enough, the tension at the tensile stress concentrations give rise to microcracks. Under

uniaxial or triaxial compression, the microcracks grow parallel to the axial load (Figure
3.5 (a)) and may eventuaily extend to the ends of the sample, causing axial splitting

1972).
Q , The nucleation and growth of
(Wawersik and Fairhurst, 1970; Peng and J O ~ ~ S O
microcracks in stressed rocks causes progressive changes in the elastic rnoduii, The
growth of microcracks that are aligned with respect to principal stress directions will

result in an initiaüy isotropie material behg rapidly transformed into a mechanicaliy
anisotropic material (Costin, 1987). Eventuaily, rnïcrocrack p w t h and interaction le&

to macroscopic failure,

'"s
Crack growth

Crack growtf
Path

Figure 3.5 Cornparison of crack growth paths under compression (a) and tension (b).

3.4.2.1 Griffith Stress Approach in Compression
To h a d i e cases of biaxial stress, including uniaxiai and biaxiai compression,
Griffith (1924) abandoned the energy approach and considered randomly oriented

elliptical flaws of very small, but finite, radius of curvature- This change in approach
probabIy refiects the difticulty involved in interpethg energy changes during hcture in
compression (lajtai, 1974). From the elastic stress distn'bution amund an ellipticd cavity
with fiee faces, the maximum tensile stress is obtained for an arbitrary orientation of the

cavity with respect to the applied stresses. The cavity orientation is determined for which
this maximum local tensile stress is the greatest, and the applied stresses are then
calculated for a critical value of the maximum local stress h s obtained. The critical
value of the local tende stress is obtained from the uniaxial tension test and is expressed
in tenns of the uniaxial tensile strength-

For an eiliptical crack subjected to in-plane principal stresses CIand
and oriented at an angle

(cl< @)

P with respect to the direction of the principal stress q (Figure

3.6), the boundary stresses (on the perimeter) are given in terms of eihptical coordinates:
6,=

(ni+q ) s w 25, + (n, -a,Iexp 25, cos 2(8 - q)- cos 2/31
cosh 25, - cos 217

(3-27)

5 and q are ellipticd coordinates. 50 is the eiliptical coordinate describing the perimeter. p
gives the orientation of the eilipse (Figure 3.6), aiand
compressive stresses acting at p= 90° and O0 ,respectively.

03

are the in-plane applied

Figure 3.6 Loading a crack in the mixed mode with biaxial compressive stresses aiand
03

The extension of the crack is assumed to occur when the maximum tensile stress
at any point around the crack reaches the critical value needed to overcome the

interatomic cohesion of the material, Le. the tensile strength.

If (3q + cl)> O, h t u r e wiü occur when the minor principal stress equals the
uniaxial tensile strength, i.e., when q = - q and, in this case, the angle of faiiure 0 = O. If
(3c3+ br)> O, fracture will occur when:

80,. Thus, Griffith's stress model predicts the value of the uniaxial compressive strength

to be eight times the value of the uniaxial tensile strength.

3.4.2.2 Modifications of GFinith Fracture Theory

There is evidence that the pre-existing cacks nom which a new crack nucleates
are contained within grain boundaries (Brace, 1964). These can be simulated by very
long elliptical openings (the Griffith crack). However, under compressive conditions, the
Griffith crack may close before the tensile stress at the crack tip is high enough for the

new crack to initiate. After the crack has closed, the frictional resistance caused by the
contact pressure between the crack faces must be overcome before crack initiation c m
take place. To make this correction, a number of modincatioos have k e n suggested*
(McClintock and Walsh, 1962; Brace, 1963; Murrel, 1965; Fairhurst, 1964; Murreli and
Digby, 1970). The one by McClintock and Walsh (1962) is the most widely known.
McClintock and Walsh (1962) extended the Griffith crack model for the case,
where the compression stresses are sufncient to close the crack and thereby allow the
action of friction forces on the crack sudaces. This modified Grfith crack model
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includes two critical quantities: the critical tende stress at the tip (the uniaxial tende
strength of the material) and the coefficient of friction between crack surfaces. Fracture
occurs when:

where p is the coefficient of fnction for the crack sudace and C, is the stress normal to
the crack required to close it.

Brace (1963) pointed out the a
, is small and can be neglected. Hence the above
equation becomes:

3.4.2.3 Limitation of Griffith Fracture Theory

The Gnffith theory and its closed-crack modification represent the f h t steps
towards a physically realistic mode1 of the fdure process. However, there are some
difnculties when it is directly applied to the fdure of rocks in compression. The

predicted ratios of uniaxial compressive strength to uniaxial tensile strength tend to be
too low, udess in the modüied theory, the coefficient of friction, is given an
unrealisticdy high value. More importantiy, it cannot account for the experhneatally
observed size effect in both tension and compression. The fracture load has been s h o w

to depend on the size of the starting crack (Lajtai, 1974; Carter, 1992).

3.4.2.4 Other Variations on the Stress Approach

Lajtai (1972) incorporated the sizdgradient effect into a fiachire cntenon through

stress averaging- The method uses the stress gradient to appmximate the average tensile
stress (

Q ~ for
~ ~
a distance
)
of

2d dong the primary h t u r e path. The average stress at a

distance d nom the cavity perimeter is approximated through:

Here o
, is the maximum stress at the cavity perimeter. For a circular hole, radius is R,
subjected to uniaxial compression, the maximum stress dong the primary crack path is Pp, where P p is the appiied uniaxial load. Using the gradient over the cntical distance 2d

and replacing a d with To(a negative quantity), the load, which causes fracture initiation in
uniaxial compression, becomes:

-R

1

This formulation tends to overestimate the fracture strength for smaii cavity sizes because
the implied linearization of the stress distribution underestimates the true stresses dong
the fracture path.

Instead of using a linear gradient, the tme average stress can be found by
integrating the stress distribution over the critical distance (Carter et al., 1990). Both the

radial and tangential stress functions can be integrated to give the average maximum and

minimum principal stresses, which caa be used with an appropriate fkacture criterion. The

average tangential stress over a distance, d, dong the primary hcture path, is given by
the integral:

Here R is the radiai distance from the center of the cavity- Iutegrating (3-33) and
simpIifying leads to the average tangential stress:

The similai procedure for the radial stress yields
f

where Pp is the applied uniaxial load causing primary fracture initiation, r is the radius of

the cavity and d is the distance from the cavity perimeter over which the stress is
averaged. The sirnplest critenon for primary fiachme nucleation would ignore the effect
of the radial stress by taking:

For tbis case, the s u e effect in uniaxial compression becomes:

Later, Carter and Lajtai (1992) used, instead of equation (3-36), a criterion caUed USR,
which includes the influence of both the maximum and the minimum principal stresses.
With the new criterion the fracture nucieation load becomes:

Here To and

are the uniaxial compressive strength and uniaxiai tensile strength

respectively. B and C depend on the cavity size R and on the averaging distance d:

These formulations are in cIosed form. The sarne solution for the more relevant eiiipticai
crack however does not yet exist.

3.5 Fracture Mechanics Models in Compression
Mode-1 cracking fiom flaws strongly affects structurai properties. Such cracking
progressively deteriorates the structure, produces an overaii non-linear anisotropic
response and dissipates energy. One of the most important advances in our understanding
of the micromechanics of Eracture has been through the development of the concept of

fracture mechanics and its application in descnbing crack propagation in rock. Fracture
mechanics concerns the study of !ocalized stress concentrations caused by pre-existing
flaws in imperfect solids and the conditions for the extension and propagation of such
fiaws to become macrocracks. It thus recognizes the crucial role in the failure process

played by the pre-existing microcracks and pores that are ubiquitous in polycrystalline
aggregates such as rocks. Severd models of Mode4 crackhg ftom existhg flaws have
been developed (e-g. Kemeny & Cook 1987, 1990; Lehner and Kachanov, 1996). The
stress intensity factor solutions of these crack models will now be reviewed.

3.5.1 Cylindricai Pore ModeIs
A two-dimensional cylindrîcal cavity is subjected to far-field maximum and

minimum principal stresses P and Q (Figure 3.7).For P > 30, tension wiu occur at the
boundary of the cavity opposite to the maximum principal stress. As P-3Q increases, a
pair of tensile cracks will initiate and grow in the direction of P. When the length of the

tensile crack, a, is smaU compared with the radius of the pore, R, Le., acd?, a srnail crack approximation to the stress intensity factor is given by Rooke and Cartwight

(1976):

When the tensile cracks are long in relation to the size of the pore, i.e., R<ca, the stress
intensity factor can be appmximated by a straight crack oriented in the direction of P.

The stress intensity factor for this co~gurationis given by Kemeny (1987):

C is a coefficient. A solution that is valid at all crack lengths is given by Sammis and
Ashby (1986) and Rummel (1987). The Sarnmis and Ashby solution is:

The Rummel solution is:

Figure 3.7 P r i m q crack propagation from a cylindrical cavity under compressive
loading.

Based on the fracture mechanics criterion Kr = KI,primary crack propagation
fkom a cylindrical cavity under compressive loading can be described using the solutions

proposed by Rummel (1987) and Sammis and Ashby (1986). For a given primary crack
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length a in the model proposed by Sammis and Ashby, the axial compressive stress can

be obtained h m equation (3-41) when the cntical condition is reached KI= KI=-

Solving equation (3-45) for the axial compressive load P, the relationship between the
load and crack length can be obtained, as seen in equation (3-46).

The same procedure can be applied to Rummel's crack model for the critical condition of

Kr= Kk.

K,

=

PJRf (6)- ~ & ( b )

(3-47)

The expression for the axial compressive load and crack length can be obtained, after
solving equation (3-47). as:

The typical curves between the axial compressive load and the crack length are shown in

Figure 3.8. The essential feature of both models is that the rate of crack-hardening
accelerates indefinitely. Neither model is sensitive to the existence of a finite

compressive strength; the applied compressive stress can rise over the compressive
strength of the material.

- Rummel
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- -Samrnis& k h b y
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Nomalized Crack Length (aiR)
a is the primary crack length, R is the radius of the cyiindricai cavity and axial compressive stress
is normalized by the compressive strength of the material. The fracture toughness is 1.0 MPadm
and R = 50 mm.

Figure 3.8 Prediction of primary crack propagation using Rummei's model, as weil as Sammis

and Ashby's model.

3.5.2 Siiding Crack ModeIs

The two-dimensional sliding crack model was initially proposed by Brace and
Bombolakis (1963), and later quantifiai by Nemat-Nasser and Hoii (1982); H o m and
Namet-Nasser (1985) and other investigators (Steif, 1984; Ashby and Hailam, 1986;
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Kemeny and Cook, 1987; Nemat-Nasser aad Obata, 1988; Chen et al., 1993). For a preexisting crack subjected to shear and normal stresses denved fkom overail far-field
compression, the local tensiie stresses near the crack tips produce two t e n d e wing
cracks. The orientation of the wing cracks is the one, which maximizes the Mode4 stress
intensity factor (&). The tensile wing cracks grow with increasing axial load, curving
toward the direction of the maximum compressive principal stress.
Consider an idhite eIastic plate containhg an initiai crack Iength 20, at an angle
f! to the compression axis, and subjected to principal stress P and Q (Figure 3.9). When
the wing cracks are small, Le., kca, the stress intensity factor is given by (Cotterd and

Rice, 1980):

Figure 3.9 Schematic of wïng crack with an inclined crack in a compressive stress field (after

Kemeny and Cook,1987).

'+'

1

Here .r, = - ( ~ - ~ ) s i n 2 p , cm=-t2
2

'-Q

2

c o s 2 ~and p is the coeficient of

friction. The axid compressive stress c m be obtained fkom equation (349) when the
critical condition is reached KI= Krc.

Solving equation (3-50) for the axial compressive load P, the relationship between the
load and crack length can be obtained, as :

-

where

1 4
cm= -21( l - ~ ) s i n 2 ~ ,trn=-1ta
+
-cos
2
2

28 and X = Qm.

Nemat-Nasser and Horii (1982, 1985) consider the growth of wing cracks at an
angle to the initial flaws that varies with the wing-crack length (Figure 3.10). This

vanation in wing-crack orientation is introduced to take into account the curved shape of
the wing crack observed in fracture experiments on a number of mode1 materiais. The

solution of the stress intensity factor by Nemat-Nasser and Hom is:

1
where z* = -[(P
2

- sin 2~ -/@+ Q +(P- cos 2 ~ ) ] , I*

coefficient of fiction.

= 0.272 and p is the

Figure 3.10 Wing-crack growth fiom an incliwd crack in a compressive stress
field (after Nemat-Nasser and Hom, 1982)-

When equation (3-52) is applied to predict the wing crack propagation with an

increasing axial compressive load, the orientation of the wing cracks is obtaïned by
maximizing KIin equation (3-52) with respect to 8.The relationship between the axial
load and wing crack length can be achieved when the critical condition is reached KI=

KI=-mis

where

1
5 =-[(l
-Â-)sin

2

2fl- p(1 + A +(1 -Â-)cos 2 ~ ) ]
and A =

axial load and wing crack length is shown in Figure 3.1 1.

. A typical curve of

0.1

1

1O

Nmalited Crack Length (Va)

2 is wing crack length, a is initial crack length and compressive stress is normalized by
compressive strength of the material. The fracture toughness is used as 1.0 MPadm a =
2-5mm.

Figure 3.11 Prediction of wing crack propagation using the sliding crack models of
Nemat-Nasser and Hom; Steif; Hallam and Asbhy; and Kemeny and Cook.

Steif (1984) gave another expression of the stress intensity fêctor for the siiding
crack mode1 based on the same crack geometry shown in Figure 3.10. He used the
analytical method, which was different fkom the numerical one used by Nemat-Nasser
and Hom. The approximate stress intensity factor at the wing crack tip is:

where z* has same expression in equation (3-52). When the fracture condition is reached

KI= KI,-,
the relationship between axial stress and crack length is approximated by:

where

1
5 =-[(l-

2

A)sh 2~ -p(l+ A +(I-Â)COS

2
a and Â. =

m. A typical curve of

axial load and wing crack length is shown in Figure 3.1 1.
The sliding crack mode1 of Kemeny and Cook (1987) is based on the crack
geometry shown in Figure 3.9. Wing cracks are initiated fiom an angled flaw and they
wiU evenhiaily turn into the direction of the applied compressive stress. To sirnpIify the

problem, the curved wing crack described by Nemat-Nasser is replaced by a straight line.

The stress intensity factor is:
2 a ~ cos
' p

J;;T

Here

iis

-Q@

the same as in equation (3-52).The axial load and wing crack length is

approximated as:

where 4 and h is exactly as same as in equation (3-53). A typical curve of axial load and
wing crack length is shown in Figure 3.1 1.

The mode1 proposed by Hallam and Ashby (1986) is based on the growth of wing
cracks h m an initial flaw inciined with respect to the applied compressive stress. Once

wing cracks have initiated, M e r sliding of the main crack wedges them open (Figure
3-12)?causing them to grow m e r . The stress intensity factor at the wing crack tips was
given as:

Figure 3.12 W m g crack growth fiom an mgled crack in a compressive stress field (after Hallam

and Asbhy, 1986).

where f (p,A, L)=
(1

ratio of W .

+ L).)"

, L.= UUs, and Â. is the

When the fracture condition is reached Kr = Kr,,the relationship between the axial
stress and crack length is approximated by:

AU the parameters are the same as in equation (5-58). A typical curve of axial load and
wing crack length is shown in Figure 3.1 1.

The prediction of axial compressive load and wing crack length, using the abovernentioned slidùig crack models, are shown in Figure 3.11. For these models, crack

hardening occurs at an accelerating rate and the compressive stress is fiee to rise above
the compressive strength. In addition, Zaitsev (1983) and Chen et al. (1993) provided

slightly different models for wing crack propagation under compressive loadhg. The
predictions, however, are similar to those discussed above.

3.5.3 Kemeny and Cook's Splftting Crack Mode1
A splitting crack mode1 was proposed by Kemeny and Cook (1987), which

consists of a crack of length 21, oriented in the direction of P, and subjected to a tensile
stress:
GO

= cdao -WO)

(3-60)

over a region of length 2a, as shown in Figure 3.13. ci and cz are material parameters.
The length of this tensile region remains fixed as the crack grows. InitiaIly the crack
length 21 c m be smaller than the length 2a. and for this case the behavior should be
described by the smd-crack approximation. As the crack grows and becornes long

compared with a, the model should behave as in the Longcrack approximation. The
closed form solution is:

a) constant stress over a distance a at the crack center; b) linearly decreasing stress
at the crack center (after Kemeny and Cook, 1987).

Figure 3.13 SpLitting model for crack growth under compression.

M e n the fracture condition is reached, the relationship between the axial load
and crack length is expressed as:

where

L is the ratio of W. A typical c w e of the axial compressive load and crack

lengtb is showa in Figure 3.14.
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Nonalized Crack Length (Va)

The values of parameters of Ci and Cz are 0.2 and 3.0 respectively. Half initial crack
length is a and fracture toughness is taken as 1 MPa dm. The compressive and tende
strength is 226 MPa and 14 MPa respectively.

Figure 3.14. Wig-crack growth in an infinite plate in uniaxial compressive loading as

predicted by the LEFM using stress ùitensity factor KIof Kemeny and Cook's splitthg
crack modd.

The stress intensity factor of ail the models previewed above can be expressed in
the foilowing general fom:

lu, = a ( a . l , P.

QG

where P, Q are axial and lateral principal loads, respectively. a ,l and

(3-63)
are parameters

relating to the crack geometry.fla. Z, B, Q) is a dimensionless fiinction.

3.6 The Finite-Width Crack Mode1
The zero-width mathematical crack, combined with the fracture mechanics
cnterion, does not respond to normal stresses acting in the plane of crack and therefore
the opening mode stress intensity factor & is zero. In compression tests, however, the
axial tensile h t u r e s are known to extend in their own plane, paraliel with the maximum

principal stress trajectory. Sensitivity to crack-parallei compression c m be restored by
opening the zero-width mathematical crack and assigning a nnite width to i t The s t h g
crack can now be taken as king parallel with the compressive stress direction. Because,
it has f i t e width, the state of stress at the crack tip is no longer undehned. Crack

propagation caa then be simulated as successive crack initiation events from an axial
crack. The fracture criterion can be based on Kr, (Yuan and Lajtai, 1993), or on the
average stress (Dzik and Lajtai, 1996) in front of the crack tip. Both formulations will
generate axial thctures, although the propagation laws are dBerent.

3.6.1 Strass Intensity Factor Method for the Fite-Width EUïpticai Crack
Yuan et al. (1993) replaced the flat mathematical crack with the finite-width
eIliptical crack using the exact stress solution of hglis (1913).For a finite width ellipse
onented pardel to the compressive stress, the opening mode stress intensity factor is not

equal to zero (Figure 3.15). Using the fTacture cntenon based on KI,,
the relationship
between the compressive load and the crack length is expressed as:

Figure 3.15 The geometry of the finite-width elliptical crack mode1 (following Yuan et
al., 1993)

Solving equation (3-64) for P, the relationship of the axial compressive-stress with the
crack length can be obtained as:

The compressive-stress versus the crack length reiationship is shown to be stable; the
compressive load must be increased to maintain continuhg propagation. In addition,
there is substantial hardeniag; the load must be raised at an increasing rate to advance the

crack tip by the same amount (Figure 3.16).
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b is the half-width of the ellipse, and P is the axial compressive stress (Yuan and Lajtai,
1993).

Figure 3.16 Crack initiation h m a finite-width ellipticai crack.

3-62Stress Averaging Metbd for the Finite-Width Eïüpticaï Crack

An alternative to the

stress intensity factor method based on Linear fracture

mechanics is the stress approach. Unlike the zero width axial fiacture, the finite-width
crack will pemilb the stress field and create a finite stress concentration at the fracture
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tip. In uniaxial compression, the magnitude of the tensile stress at the crack tip is equal to

the magnitude of the applied compressive stress (Figure 3.15). Using the simple
minimum stress cntenon (03=To),unstable fkacturepropagation should commence at the
moment the applied compressive stress reaches the value of the tensile strength. Since

fracture propagation in compression is stable, the finite-width crack model, together with

the minimum stress cnterion, is not sufticient to describe crack propagation in
compression. Neither would this approach be acceptable for modeiiug the size effect on
crack nucleation. Stress averaging (Lajtai, 1972) in combination with the USR criterion
removes both problems; crack propagation becomes stable and the effect of size is
introduced.
A slight modification of the =te-width

ehptical crack model is represented by

the finite-width slot crack @zik et al., 1996). A discrete fracture becomes a finite-width
slot with a sharp tip (Figure 3.17). Fracture extension at the crack tip occurs when the
average stress in fiont of the crack tip satisfies the fracture cnterion. The average stress is
calculated by averaging the stresses at the Gauss points of the shaded elements at the tip

(Figure 3.17). For a given averaging distance, the two fiacture tip elements remain
constant in size and shape. The tip elements are equilaterai triangles with height equal to
the averaging distance. A typical axial load versus crack length for a given crack width is
shown in Figure 3.18. It shows the effect of the finite compressive strength. The
relationship of axial load and crack length shows stable propagation at a decelerathg rate.

d is the averaging distance and height of the shaded-element (foiiowing Dzik et ni.,
1996).

Figure 3.17 The geometry of the finite-width crack model.

Crack Length (mm)
The crack is 1mm wide at the mîddle and the averaging distance is 0.0 1 mm. The rock is
Lac du Bonnet granite with a compressive strength of 226 MPa

Figure 3.18 A typical axial load and axial crack length relationship when using the finite-

width elLiptical crack with stress averaging and the USR.

3.7 S u m m a r y
Both the stress approach and stress intensity factor formulation of engineering
fkacture mechanics have been applied to the pmblem of fracture propagation in
compression. Because the stress intensity fhcture mechanics is controlled by the opening
mode t e n d e stress alone, the limiting effect of the finite compressive strength is ignored
in all the fÏacture mechanics solutions. The compressive applied stress versus crack

length relationship determined by these models, shows the expezted crack hardenhg.

Since the comprwsive strength is ignored, the compressive Ioad cm, however, be raised
indefinitely.

When the finite-Width elliptical crack is used in combination with the f i = &
criterion, stable fracture is predicted at an accelerating rate. In essence, it is little different
fiom a l l the other stress intensity factor formulations that use the zero-width crack model.
Combining the finite-width elIiptical or slot crack with the USR criterion has, however,
produced a significantly dinerent d t . The predicted relationship of &al

compressive

load and crack length shows stable propagation, but at a decelerathg rate. While the
fracture mechanics models ignore the compressive strength, this mode1 approaches the
compressive strength asymptotically-

CHAPTER 4
A NEW FRACTURE MODEL FOR COMPRESSION

4.1 Introduction
Although the finite-width eUpticaL crack mode1 combined with stress averaging,

and the USR failure criterion seem to capture the propagation of axial cracks rather weIl,
it has a major disadvantage. It introduces an additional parameter - the crack width. The
objective of the present work is to build a zero-width crack mode1 that will allow
propagation parallel to a farxeld compressive stress. The rdationship between the
compressive stress and the length of the axial crack d u ~ its
g propagation, is found by
combining the non-local elasticity method (Eringen 1977 et al., Wang, 1992), and the

USR fracture criteria (Lajtai et al., 1991; Carter and Lajtai, 1992; Yuan, Lajtai and Ayari,
1993; Dzik and Lajtai, 1996) with the stress intensity formulation of LEFM Wear elastic
fracture mechanics). LEM techniques will be used to determine the stress intensity
factor and fiom this, the at-the-point stress field at the crack tip. FoUowing this, the nonlocal elasticity method wïlI be applied to convert the point stresses to non-local stresses.
Using the non-local principal stresses, the condition of f k t u r e will be interpreted using
the USR technique.

4.2 The Non-Lod Elasticity Method

The main concept of the non-local elasticity method is that the stress state at a
point depends, not only on strain at the point, but also on strains in the surroundhg region

(Eringen et al., 1977). The relative influence of each point in the surroundhg region is a
function of the distance between it and the reference point. The exact effect of a point
distant to the refèrence point is descriid through a weight function. In general, the points
closer to the reference point have more influence on the stress or the strain state than
points that are far fkom it. The advantages of the non-Iwal etasticity method are that it
can effectively treat the stress gradient effect and that it eliminates the stress singularity at
the crack tip m g e n et al., 1977; Wang, 1992).

The non-local elasticity method is basically a method of weighted stress
averaging (Wang, 1993; Planas, 1994). Applying it to the stress field, the non-local
(averaged) stresses at the reference point, F&) ,are given by:

Here X' is the point around the reference point x. and t, (2)are the stresses at that point.
a([X'-XI) is the weight function and v is the volume of the non-local zone, over which the
weighted averaging is done (Figure 4.1). For simple cases, such shess averaging c m be

accomplished analyticaily. More ofien, however, the averaging is done numencaily. The
size of the non-local zone v is assumed to be a materid property. The selection of the
weight function a([X' -XI )is optional. Several weight functions have been suggested by
Planas (1994) and they are listed below.

Here s = lx-x'l is the distance between the reference point and infiuence point; aod d is

the characteristic Iength (averaging distance). The shape of these weight fvnctions is
illustrated in Figure 4-2.

The at-the-point stresses at X are replaced by the non-local stresses that is the weighted
average of the stresses within the shaded area.

Figure. 4.1 Schematic iliustration of the weighted stress averaging method.

Various Weight Function
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Figure 4.2 Shape of the weight function in the non-local averaging zone.

To illustrate the effect of weighted stress averaging, the at-the-point and the
averaged stress field have been computed arouod a circular cavity loaded in uniaxial
compression. (Figures 4.3 and 4.4).The at-the-point stress distribution amund the hole is

taken fiom Kirsch (1890). The remote uniaxial compressive load is taken as unity. The

weighting fimction is a ( s ) =LO ,which is equivalent to simple, arithmetic stress averaging
over an area v mjtai, 1971, 1972). Lajtai used such stress averaging to interpret the size

effect of fiacture nucleation around circuiar holes. Lajtai presumed that in the presence of

high stress gradients, even a bride material acis in a plastic-like manner. The material
transfers the high stresses into regions of lower stress, effectively averaging the stresses
over a distance 2d, where d (the criticai distance) is a material parameter.
Stress averaging smoothes out the stress distribution by reducing the intensity of

the stress concentrations. The maximum stress concentration of 3, for example, decreases
to 2.1 and the minimum increases fiom -1 to -0.5.

(a)

(6)

(a) at-the-point elastic stress distribution. (b) non-local elastic stress distribution

Figure 4.3 Maximum principal stress distribution around a circular hole under uniaxial
compression.

(a)

(b)

(a) at-the-point stress distribution. (b) non-local stress distribution.

Figure 4.4 Minimum principal stress distribution around a cïrcular hole under uniaxial

compression.

4 3 S t r e s s - B d Criteria of Crack Gmwth in Compression

The opening-mode hctufe mechanics criterion of a fiachire is controlled solely
by the transverse tende stress existing at the crack tip; the compressive stresses around
the crack tip are ignored The at-the-point compressive stress at the crack tip proper is, of
course, zero, so that at h t sight, proceeding this way may appear to be appropriate. The
non-local compressive stress, however, has a finite value (Figure 4.5). &noring the
compressive stresses has severai consequences. F h t of aU, it ignores experimental
evidence that tende cracks propagate readily under the influence of an axial compressive
far-field stress alone. In the often-performed uniaxial and triaxial compression tests, the
cracks extend parallel to the specimen axis. For this reason, they are often called axial
fractures. The specimen axis itself is parallel to the direction of maximum compression,
so that the cracks propagate perpendicular to the minimum principal stress, which in
triaxial tests itseif is a compressive stress.

One other consequence of leaving the

compressive stress out of a fracture criterion is that the constraining effect of the
compressive strength is ignored; the compressive load can be raised iodennitely, above
the compressive strength.

q Perpendidarto Crack
-q Paralle1to Crack - - - -

Nomialized Position in Front of Crack Tip @/a)
a is the primary crack length.

Figure 4.5 The non-local stress distribution in fiont of primary crack tip.

The importance of compressive stresses in controllhg fracture is best illusaated
through examination of the "hole in the plate problem". Researchers in fracture
mechanics treat only the fractures that nucleate at the tensile stress concentration of the
hole perimeter. These are calied primary fractures. In fact, fracture may nucleate at the
tende stress concentration, (primary fiacture), at the compressive stress concentration
(slabbing Facture), and in positions off the perimeter (remote k t u r e ) . Remote fractures
have been identified in connection with mode1 tests of fiacture around cavities (Hoek,
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1964; Lajtai, 1974; hgraffea, 1977; Carter and Lajtai, 1990; Dzik and Lajtai, 1996).

Although the remote bchire has been modeled usîng the strictly tensile stress based

LEFM (Lngdea, 1979; Carter and Lajtai, 1990). it is easy to show that the tensile stress
in the remote nucleation region is always substantidy less than the tensile strength of the

material. rii the slabbing region, there is, of course, no tension at A.AU the experimental
evidence shows that the compressive principal stress has a strong influence on the
nucleation of tende cracks. Therefore, a general fiacture criterion must hclude both the
tensile and the compressive principal stresses. This will be done using the USR criterion
as discussed in section 3.3.1.4,

To remove the singularity at the tip of the zero-width crack, one may assign finite
width to the crack. At the tip of a hnite-width flaw,oriented parallel to the compressive
load, the transverse tensile stress is equd in absolute magnitude to the appiied
compressive stress. The tende stress is independent of the crack length. As a
consequence, a simple stress-based criterion (minimum stress) would predict unstable
fracture, starting at the moment the transverse tensile stress becomes equal to the tensile
strength. Experimental evidence, on the other hand, suggests (Lajtai, 1972, 1991; Horri
and Nemat-Nasser, 1982, 1985; Hallam and Ashby, 1986), that the extension of axial

tensile cracks is stable; the load must be increased continuously to extend the crack.
Replacing the at-the-point stress with their non-local equivalent, the crack propagation

load becomes a function of the crack length and the resulting crack propagation is stable,
satisfying the experimental evidence.
At the tip of a zero-width crack, oriented parallel to the compressive load, there is
a singularity at the crack tip; both in-plane, at-the-point principal stresses are infinite.

Only a micrometer away, however, the same stresses are f i t e . One great advantage of

the non-local elasticity method is that it removes the singularïty at the crack tip of the
zero-width crack. This opens the way to using the USR criterion the same way that was
applied for the finite-width crack model. AccordingIy, the USR technique compares the
non-local state of stress at a point with available strength through the safety factor,
h o w n as the USR.So far the USR criterion has been used with the finite-width eiiiptical
crack of Yuan et al., (1993) and the constant-width dot crack of Dzïk et al,, (1996). The

two models were used to interpret prhary fiacture fiom cylindncal cavities in Lac du
Bonnet granite.

In this thesis, the new k t u r e model is built around the zero-width crack. The
LEFM criterion for fracture is replaced with the USR. LEFM however is retained in the

computation of the at-the-point stress field in fiont of the crack tip using the appropriate
value of the stress intensity factor KI-The at-the-point stresses are then converted to non-

, . These are the stresses that are entered into the USR formula
local stresses Zs and 5
For simplicity, the

a ( s ) =1.0

weighting fwiction is use& the non-local stresses are

interpreted as the average stress dong the propagation direction with averaging taken
over the averaging distance, d Along the crack path, the two normal stress components
are the non-local principal stresses a,and Cs.Usually, F,is tensile, while 3, may range

kom tension to compression, dependhg on the value of the averaging distance d.

4.4 The Stress Distribution at the Tip of a .Isolated Discrete Crack

In both Griffith's global energy rate theory for crack instability and Irwin's local
crack-tip stress intensity theory, only the tensile load perpendicular to the crack is

assurned to infiuence fracture. The n o d stress acting pardel to the plane of the crack
is ignored. This view has persisted for a long fime despite the paucity of experimental
evidence in support of it (Eftis, 1987; Lajtai, 1971, 1972; Carter and Lajtai, 1993). It is
worthwhile to give a simple review of how a series of oversights have led to nuMybg
the effect of the normal stress that acts paraile1to the crack path.

4.4.1 A Review of Treating the Stress State at the Crack Tip
In 1935, MacGregor transformed the plane problem of h e a r elasticity into a
problem of determinhg a pair of analytic functions of the complex variable. In deriving
the correspondkg equations for the plane stress field, MacGregor, however, overlooked

the presence of a real valued constant, which in fact contains the "missing" normal stress.
Several years Iater, in 1939, Westergaard took MacGregor's equation as his point of
departure for the solution of several plane crack problems, employing the semi-inverse
method to do so. The MacGregor-Westergaard solution was the starting point for Irwin's
work on the nature of the elastic stress and displacement fields near the tip of a plane
crack. It should also be observed that in his original presentation of the crack-tip stress
expressions, Irwin added a constant normal stress, acting parallel to the crack, to the

stress expression near the crack tip. This constant did not appear in the subsequent most
influentid survey paper of Paris and Shi (1965). It has, however, been used by some

experimentalists to Ïnterpret photoelastic fringe patterns (Ethendge and Dally, 1976;
Evans and Luxmore, 1976: Theocaris, 1977). This state of affairs prevailed until 1972

when the rnissing constant in Westergaard's equations was re-discovered by Eftis and
Liebowitz (1972). Eftis' investigations (Eftis and Liebowitz, 1972; Eftis, Subramonian
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and Lïebowitz, 1977; Eftis and Subramonian, 1978;Eftis and Subramonian, 1980; Eftis
and Jones, 1982; EEits, 1984, 1987; E f b , Jones and Liebowitz, 1990), demonstrated that
the left-out normal stress component does have a significant effect. Just about every
characteristic associated with fhctures shows sensitivity to this load "biaxiality". The
stress and displacement fields, the strain enerw density, the maximum shear stress nea.
the ends of the crack, the elastic stress intensity factor when the crack is inched relative

to the biaxial loading directions, the angle of initial crack extension, the straio energy of
the entire body, the cntical tende or fiacture load, and the rate of fatigue crack
propagation, aü. to a greater or lesser degree, have been shown to be afEected by the
presence of the normal stress acting paralle1 to the crack plane (Eftis, 1987).
Following Efits' analysis, Theocaris et al. (Theocaris, 1977, 1984; Theocaris and
Spyropouios, 1983) published the corrected stress field for an infinite plate with an
interna1 stationary crack of length 2a, inclined at angle fl with the vertical axis Y' with
loading a
,

a
, =koq at hfhïty (Figure 4.6). The X' - Y' CO-ordinates indicate the

relative position of the crack plane with respect to the boundary traction.

Figure 4.6 Crack geometry and boundary tractions for the smss field solution of
Theocaris (1984).
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This is the most accurate solution for the stress state at the tip of a zero-width
crack. For small values of r, that is, very close to the crack tip, the first singular term
dominates the remauiing tenns of the expansion, which contain increasing positive
powers of r and become negligibly smail as the distance fkom the crack-tip is increased.
A simpler expression was aven by Efitis (1978, 1988, 1990) with the higher terms in
ascending powers of the radial distance r fiom the crack tip neglected:

Z
,

8 8 3 9
sin-cos-COS-+G 2 2 2

- lY,
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cos- 1-sin-sin2
2
2

Equations (4-3) and (4-8) clearly indicate that both of the veriical O+ and
horizontal load O- =ka+ shouid have a conîribution to the stress state around the crack,

primarily through the

CL,, (1-k)cos2B

term. Contniution to the stress component q,is

exactiy the same, no matter how close or far away fkom the crack tip one chooses to
examine events. For a horizontaiiy oriented crack D=nZ?, and for Mode-1 loading, an
even simp1er form is given by Eftis and Eftis et al. (1978, 1988, 1990):

For the horizontal crack, Irwin's equation (1957,1958)is:

We note that for horizontal cracks the

-0,

addition to o,in (4-12) corresponds to the

k=O in the -oq(l-k)term of equation (4-9).

The.stress state around the crack tip quoted in most of the fracture mechanics
textbooks does not include the second term at ail:

2(

4 scos-

a
, =-

1-sin-sin2

7
2

This is a special case. It is only applicable for the case of equai tension-tension load
biaxiality corresponding to k = I in the term of -o9(l-k) equation (4-9).

4.4.2 The Non-Lod Elastic Stress State Around the Crack Tip
For the special case of crack geometry and load condition shown in Figure 4-7,
the zero-width crack Iies dong the x axis, parailel to the far-field compressive stress P.

Substituthg 0- = Q ,ko,

= -Pand B=&2 into equation (4-9.4-194-11) gives:

Figure 4.7 Schematic illustration of the CO-ordinatesat the crack tip.

This is the stress state around the crack tip based on Eftis' solution for the case shown in
Figure 4.7.

Note that the last term in equation (4-14) (-P-Q)
iucludes no spatial variable. It is
independent of the distance h m the crack tip. Nevextheless, it indicates that both the
perpendicular and pardel boundary loading to the crack plane intluence the stress state
term wiIl receive special
around the crack tip. For the purpose of this research, the (-Q-P)
signincance. b order to have a more mathematicaiiy convenient expression, the
relationship between Q aad P are defined through Q = mxP, where rn is the ratio of Q to
P. The equation (4- 14) is rearranged now as in:
CFP=-

COS-

The stress intensity factor at the crack tip is:

X

= iimitb, ( z r )0 4

(4-18)

where O, is the normal stress in the y direction at point (x, y), r is the distance fiom the
crack tip to the point (x, y) and Ois the angle between the iine fkom the point (x, y) to the
crack tip (0.0) and the x axis. For a general geometry and loading condition, the stress
intensity factor can be expressed as:

K, = ~ a J o

(4-191

a is a dimensionless modification factor to account for geometry and edge effects, and it
is tabulated for a wide range of crack configurations (e-g. Sih, 1973; Tada et al-,1973;
Rooke and Cartwright, 1976; Broke, 1982; Rummel, 1983; Hallam and Ashby, 1986;
Sammis and Ashby, 1986; Kemeny, 1987,1990).

At the crack tip proper, the at-the-point stresses become infinite when equations
(4-14) to (4-17) are used to determine the stress state at the crack tip, but not the non-

local stresses

qT.The simplest way to compute the non-Iocal

stresses is by using the

weight function Ns)=I. Averaging is done for a distance of d, in front of the crack tip
dong the direction of propagation (&)

so that.

The two non-local normal stresses become:

are principal stresses.

Because the shear stress is zero dong the crack path, 3, and

Making the compressive stress positive, the principal stresses are:

O, =0 for plane stress anda,

=v

)

Jzz

for plain seUn.

F2is the intermediate principal stress that does not enter into most fracture criteria,
including the USR hcture criterion.
Once the value of Kt is defked for a particular geometry and loading condition,
the non-local stresses are computed from equations (4-24) and (4-25).

4.5 A New Fracture Mode1 in Compression
USR is a hcture critenon based on the stress approach. For a given geometry of

crack and loading, once the stress state at the crack tip is known, the condition of fracture

at the crack tip can be determineci through the fracture criterion USR. The critical

condition is when USR = 1.
USR =

r

c c

For the new fracture model, the at-the-point stresses 01 and

a are replaced by their non-

local equivalents, 4 and 5,:

Mer substituting for 4 and Z3fkomequations (4-24) and (4-25):

Substituting for & h m equation (4-19) and setting USR = 1 ,the critical condition is:

Solving now for P, an approximate closed-form solution is obtained, denaing the
relationship between the crack driving compressive axial load and the crack length:

Or shortly:

where

Equation (4-3 1) can be used to predict the course of crack propagation, provided
the stress intensity factor and a are known at the crack tip for a given geometry and

loading condition. A large number of solutions for KIare available in the literature. For
the special case of the infinite medium containing a circula cavity subjected to uniaxial
or biaxial compressive loading, several analytical expressions are given by Rooke and
Cartwright (1970, Rummel (1983), Sammis and Ashby (1986). The sliding crack
subjected to uniaxial compressive Ioading has been treated by Nemat-Nasser and Hom

(1982, 1985, 1986), Steif (1984), Hailam and Ashby (1986), Kemeny and Cook (1987),

Nemat-Nasser and Obata (1988), and Chen (1993)- These expressions provide the a
factor needed to define the stress terms of equatim (4-3 1).

In this thesis, a new kacture mode1 is built in three steps. F i t , linear elastic
fracture mechanics is used to find the opening mode stress intensity factor, and nom this

the stress field at the crack tip. In step 2, the at-the-point stresses are converted to nonlocal stresses through averaging for a distance of d dong the crack path. In step 3, the

non-local maximum and minimum principal stresses are substituted into the USR
cntenon to find the compressive load at which crack extension occurs (USR= 1).

CHAPTER 5
MODELIING PRIMARY AND REMOTE FRACTURE FROM A

CYLINDRICAL CASUTY UNDER COMPRESSIVE LOADING

5.1 Introduction
The solution to the problern of fhcture propagation from cylindncal cavitîes
under compressive loading is helpful in the understanding of failure around underground
cavities (tunnels, mines, solution chambers, etc.) in brittie rocks. Many mearchers have

studied rock fkacture using physical models consisting of rock blocks with circular boles,
loaded uniaxially or biaxidy. Fracture propagation h m holes is far fiom simple.
Fracture around cavities is progressive. It may involve as many as three different
processes: primary fracture at the tende stress concentration. remote or secondary
kacture at positions inside the rock abutments (where a compressive maximum principal

stress and a tensile minimum principal stress may combine to create critical conditions),
and sidewall slabbing at the compressive stress concentration (Carter et al., 1991; Dzik et
al., 1996). Figure 5.1 shows a typical laboratory sample after testhg. Due to the
cornplexity of the problem, the scope of this study is limited to the propagation of

primary fractures and the nucleation of remote fracture.

Figure 5.1 Laboratory sample showing primary, remote and compressive-Eracture
formation fiom a cylindrical cavity under uniaxial compressive loading (fkoom Dzik et al.,
1996).

A modei to predict prirnary crack propagation from a cylindricd cavity under

compression will be developed, using the non-local elasticity method combined with the

USR criterion. The method uses stress intemity factor solutions available h m the
fiterature to determine the state of stress at the crack tip. Then, the non-local elasticity
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theory is used to convert the at-the-point stresses into non-localstresses. Fiady the USR
as a fracture critenon is used to determine crack propagation. By doing this, the method
marries the stress and LEFM approaches to create a new analytical mode1 for crack
initiation and propagation h m a cylindricd canty.

Primary Crack

1

Slabbing

/

Figure. 5.2 Sketch of primary, remote and slabbing fractures in response to uniaxial
compression.

5.2 Experimental Observations
Many mearchers have studied rock fÎactwe using physicai models consisting of

rock blocks with cylindrïcal cavities, loaded uniaxially and biaxiaily- In recent years a
large number of experiments about the fracture process in Lac du Bomet granite have
k e n made at the University of Manitoba A number of granite blocks with circuiar holes

of varying radii were subjected to miaxial or biaxid loading (Babulic, 1985; Petuhkov,
1988; Carter, 1992; Dpk, 1994). The granite sampIes were obiauied fiom the CoId
SpMg Quarry near Pinawa, Manitoba. The rock is a pink porphyritic granite-

granodiorite, medium to coarse grained (0.5-20 mm), with relatively uniform texture. The
mineral composition is 28% quartz, 31% micracline, 36% oligoclase and 5% biotite.
Conventional laboratory testing produced the mechanicd propeaies Listed in Table 5-1
(Dzik, 1996). The data are summarized in Table 5-2.

Table 5-1 Material constants for the Lac du Bonnet granite samples.

Material h p e r t y

Value

Young' s Modulus, E

70 GPa

Poisson's Ratio, v

0.25

Tensile Strength, T

14 MPa

Uniaxial Compressive Strength, C

226 MPa

Mode4 Fracture Toughness, KI,

2.45 ~ ~ a d r n

Table 5.2 Height, H, and width, W, of the test blocks and the radius of the centrai cavity,
R, height to radius ratio H/R, width to radius ratio W/H, used in the experirnent by Dzïk
and Lajtai (1996).

The surface of the test blocks was Ïnstrumented with as many as 40 electrical
resistivity strain gauges. Loading was applied using an MTS test fiame. The gauges were
monitored during loading and the point at which the recorded gauge response deviated
fkom linearity was taken to be the point at which a b t u r e had passed the gauge location.

In this way a load versus primary crack length curve could be obtained for each
specimen.

The results for the various tests are compared by plotting the axial load versus the
dirnensionless ratio o/R, where a is the length of the primary crack and R is the hole

radius. The plot of axial load versus cJR for the physical models is reproduced here in
Figure 5.3. Several features can be recognized. First, the primary crack initiation stress
(a/R = O), and the axial load at which the primary crack first forms, tends to increase as
the hole radius decreases. Second,

primary fracture propagation is very stable for small

hole sizes as indicated by the very high loads required to propagate the primary crack
fiom the R=lO mm hole. In contrast, the largest holes tested (Et = 40 and R = 50 mm)
show an almost unstable trend. Two other tests not included in Figure 5.3 should be

mentioned as well- The blocks had a hole radius of 2.5 and 5-0 mm. For the 2.5 mm
radius hole no primary fkactures fonned at a l l and, instead, the sample eventualiy fded
through the formation of remote fractures. In the 5.0 mm radius hole, only a very short
primary fiacture formed.

1

2

3

4

5

Crack length @IR)
The dashed line is inserted to show the indicated trend (after Dzik and Lajtai, 1996).

Figure 5.3 Crack propagation data coilected fiom laboratory testing-

5.3 Primary Crack Pmpagatfon From a Cyhdricai Cavity in Compression
In this section, the growth of a crack k m a cylindrical cavity of radius R,
contained in a plate subjected to remote biaxid stress field (Figure 3 3 , is andyzed.

Consider an elastic plate containing a cavity of radius R and subjected to principal
stresses P and Q. The stresses are îreated as positive when compressive, negative when
tende. The stresses are concentrated by the cavity- If e/P < 113, there is a tensile stress

concentration on the surface of the cavity opposite to the direction of P. Under the
influence of the local tensile stress, a crack of Iength a, subjected to Mode-1 loading,
emanates fÏom the tensile stress concentration. There are several solutions for the stress

intensity factor of this geometry (Tada, Paris and Irwin, 1972; Broek, 1982; Rummel,
1983; Sammis and Ashby, 1986). They have the general form:

KIis the stress intensity factor at the tip of the primary crack, a(&)

is a dimensionless

influence h c t i o n specific to the crack geometry. a is the crack Iength emanating from
the point which is subjected to Mode4 loading, R is the radius of the cylindrical hole and

P is the axial compressive load. The confining pressure Q is usualiy included in the

expression for a(&).
The values of 4&) for the case of an infinite plate under uniaxial compressive

loading has been determbed analyticailyby Rummel (1983). They are given by:

where

For a nnite medium (like the tests descnid in Dzik and Lajtai, 1996), no anaiytical
solution is available. Therefore, KI will have to be detennined using a numerical
procedure, where Kl is established h m the stress or displacement fields. Such a
procedure for the elastic case is coded in the computer code SIMWC (Ayarï, 1991).

5.3.1 The Compressive Laad-Crack Length Relaüonship in Iannite Medium
Fracture mechaaics can be used to interpret the primary fkcture h m cylindrical
cavities subjected to a compressive load, since the farfield compressive load creates a
tende stress field at the top of the cavity With increasing axial compressive load P,
primary cracks grow until the stress intensity factor KIbecomes equal to the fracture
toughness KI,At the point of fracture:

K,= K,

(5-3)

Substituthg equation (5-1) into equation (5-3), the compressive load-crack length
relationship becomes:

a(&) is fiom Rummel's solution for K n e shape of this relationship is shown
in Figure 5.4 for the parameters R= 50 mm,

= 14 MPa, a,= 226 MPa and KlC= 2.45

M P ~ & . These are the parameters determizled for Lac du Bonnet granite. The crack

hardens with increasing length, with hardening occurring at an accelerating rate. The
process of crack extension however is open-ended, Because equation (5-4) does not

include the compressive strength, the constraining effeft of having fkite strength in
compression is not detected.

The same type of crack hardeniog relationship c m be found if the nachue
mechanics criterion for faiiure (5-3) is replaced by the maximum stress criterion,
provided the at-the-point tensile stress is replaced by its non-local equivalent.
As shown in section 4.4, the non-local minimum principal tensile stress

4 at the

crack tip can be expressed, as in equation (4-25). by:

By substituting the stress intensity factor KI (5-1) into equation (5-S), the non-local
minimum principal stress can be d e t e d e d . Then the axial compressive load-crack

relationship can be reached by using the tensile stress critenon:

6,= 6,
where E, is the non-local minimum tensile stress and

(5-6)

is the tende strength of the

material. Combining equations (5-l), (5-5) and (5-6). the axial compressive load-crack

length relationship, based on the tensile stress, c m be expressed as:

The P versus a relationship has a very simila. shape to the one in Figure SA which was
obtained using the fracture mechanics critenon.

In order to include the effect of a finite compressive strength, the compressive
stress, 01 and the compressive strength crc must enter into the fracture criterion. The USR

-Rummel (LEFM) - - - MTS
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Normalized crack length (UR)
The averaging distance for the stress-based models is 1 1 mm.
Figure 5.4 Primary crack propagation nom a cylindrical cavity contained in infinite

medium, as predicted using the ZUSR mode1 (equation (5-9)) and as compared with the
curves from models based on the hcture toughness KI=(equation (5-4)) and the

maximum tende stress (MTS) criteria (equation (5-7))

criterion will do this as described in equation (4-26) of Chapter 4. Substituting equations
(5- 1) and (5-2) into equations (4-24) and (425), equation (4-3 1) c m be rewritten as,

where

This yields a more complex fiuictional relationship, but with the desired result:

This is the ZUSR (Zero-width crack with the USR criterion) model to predict the prîmary

crack propagation h m a cylindrical cavity under compression. The P versus a
relationship is the third curve shown in Figure 5.4. The effect of the fite-compressive
strength is shown by the function' s asymptotic approach of the compressive strength.

In common with the other two functions, the USR-based relationship equation (59) shows an initial instability (the crack pops in suddenly) followed by crack-hardening.

The rate of crack-hardenhg accelerates for the LEFM and the maximum tension models
indennitely. The acceleration, however. ends at about 60 MPa for the ZUSR model.

Around 60 MPa the rate goes through an innection point and then starts to decrease
gradually, approaching the condition of instabiiity close to the compressive strength. In
the initial stages of primary crack propagation, O to 60 MPa, the three relationships are

practicdy identicd.

Primary crack propagation h m a cylindricd cavity, contained in an innnite
medium, predicted by the ZUSR modd using the Sammis and Ashby solution for KI

(1986), is initially similar to that of Rummel (Figure5.5).

---
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Radius of the cavity is R = 50 mm, the averaging distance is 5 mm, and the fracture
toughness is 1 MPa dm.

Figure 5.5 Primary crack propagation fkom a cylindncai cavity contained in infinite
medium, predicted by the ZUSR model using the Sammis and Ashby solution for KI.

A simulation of the size effect of the cavity size is shown in Figure 5.6. Rimary

crack propagation h m a cylindrical cavity is simdated with the ZUSR model and KIis
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determined usiog Rummel's solution. The shape and trend of the c w e s of load versus

crack length are similar, neverthelas the effect of cavity size is obvious. The Ioad of

nucleation decreases with increasing cavity size. Correspondhg to the same load, the
primary crack propagates a longer distance for a larger cavity than for a smailer one.

Normaiized Crack Length (VR)
d is the averaging distance (d = 5 mm). R is the radius of the cavity- cr,is compressive

strength of the material

Figure 5.6 Influence of the cavity size on prïmary-cra~kgrowth in an infinite plate in
uniaxial compressive loading, as predicted by ZUSR model.

53.2 The Compressive Load-Crack Length Relationship in F i t e Medimm

For the case of a finite medium containing a circdar cavity subjected to uniaxi*al
compressive loadùig, two separate numericd approaches have k e n developed to
calculate the stress intensity fktor at the crack tip (Ingraffea, 1987). One is based on the
h i t e element and the other is on the boundary element method. In this study the h i t e
element method has been used. The stress intensity factor for a block of a given size,
containing a cyhdncai hole R, has been calcuiated using the cornputer code SMEX.

The detailed procedure to determine the stress intensity factor is descnid below.

5.3.2.1 Modeüng Procedure with SIMEX
Numericai modelling in this study was accomplished using the finite element
program SIMEX (Simulation Minhg Excavation) developed at The University of
Manitoba (Ayarï, 1991). Because of the built-in crack growth and remeshing capabilitîes,

SIMEX is particularly weil-suited for the numerical modelling of primary crack
propagation. Finite element rnodeUing of an incremental crack growth presents a problem
because each time a crack extends, an entireIy new problem must be solved to account for
the contuiuaily changing geometry of the cracked body. SIMEX allows the insertion and

extension of zero-width cracks. Once a crack is inserted or changed, the finitedement

mesh around the new crack segment is automaticaily regenerated to account for the
change in mode1 geometry.

SIMEX simulates the i'" singularity in the elastic crack-tip stress field by
surroundhg the crack tip with a rosette consisting of eight quaciratic, triangular,

isoparametric, quarter-point elements menshail et al., 1975; Barsoum et al., 1976). The
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remaining portions of the mesh are composed of eight-noded quaMateral or six-noded
triangular, quadratic, isoparametric elements. As noted by Barsoum and Whittaker et al.

(I976).sirnulating the crack-tip singulanty with quarter-point elements is preferable to
using elements with embedded singularities because quarter-point elements satisfy all the

essential convergence ceteria.
The variation of the Mode4 stress intensity factor Krwith the length of the
primary fkacture was computed for each block. The miaxial

compressive 1 0 4 at the

boundary is taken as one ( P d . 0 ) . A crack dong the primary crack path with crack length
ai is inserted and the stress intensity factor calculated. For each crack length ai

.

the

elements are remeshed with the singuiatity elements placed at the new crack tip. The
stress intensity factor ICiris then calculated. Based on the KI= pa@,)JR (equation (5-

1), the relationship between K;'and Na@)can be determined for a primary crack length
ai

.when load P is equal to one, viz

Because only the linear elastic problem is considered, for an arbitrary load Pi, the

corresponding stress intensity factor If; for a primary crack Length ai can be easily
determined by simply multiplying Piwith the corresponding a(a/R). as in equation (5-1).

Hence

K: = ea(.A)JR

(5-11)

Then start with a smaü ai, and assume aa initial load Pi. Using equation (5-1 l), the stress
intensity factor at the crack tip can be determined. Substituting equation (5-11) into

equations (4-24) and (4-25), the non-local principal stresses are cdcdated for the given
primary crack length ai and load Pi,ie

The detailed mesh at the crack tip is not shown. Only half of the mode1 is needed,

due to symmetry.

Figure 5.7 The finite element mesh in S I M M with the primary crack inserted

Substituting equations (5-12) and (5-13) into the expression of USR in equation (4-26),

the value of USR is obtained. If USR is < 1, the crack length is increased and the code
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r e m with the new length. If USR is > 1, the load is increased. This process is repeated
until the condition of USR = 1 is f o d This load is the criticai load corresponding to the

primary crack length ai.

Figure 5.8. The finiteelement mesh used to map the stress at the crack tip.

5.3.2.2 Simulation of Experiniental Data
Based on the procedure described above, primary crack propagation from a
central cyhdrical cavity containeci in finite Lac du Bonnet granite block c m now be

simulated using the ZUSR model. The value of a(&)

is caicuiated using the finite

element method for each individual sample. The Muence of averaging distance d on the
predicted relationship between the axial load and primary crack length is shown in Figure
100

5.9. With the increasing of averaging distance. the magnitude of predicted axial

compressive load is changed significantly. However. the general shape of the c w e is not
aKected to a great degree. The cornparison of the numencal results with experimental
data is shown for each case (Figures 5.10-5.14). For a particular block and hole size, the

model fits the data quite well when a suitable value of the averaging distance d is
selected. To get a good fit, d was decreased h m 11 mm for the cases of R = 52 mm, R =

2 0 m m , R = 13 mmto9mmforthecases R=30mm. R=Z6mm.
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N o r m a i i i Crack Length @IR)

Figure 5.9 Innuence of averaging distance d on modehg of primary crack propagation
from a cyhdrical cavity contained in Lac du Bonnet granite block loaded in uniaxial
compression using the ZUSR model.

- ZUSR Model

Gqmrintental

Norrnaiized Crack Length (dR)

The radius of cavity is 52 mm, Block she is 508~74û~105
mm (WXHXD). The averaging
distance d is 11mm.

Figure 5.10 Numerical modehg of primary crack propagation fiom a cylindrical cavîty
contaïned in Lac du Bonnet granite block loaded in uniaxial compression using the ZUSR
rnodel.
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The radius of cavity is 30 mm. Block size 356x356~108mm (WxHxD). The averaging distance d
is 9 mm.

Figure 5.11 Numerical modeIing of primary crack propagation fiom a cylindrïcal cavity
containeci in Lac du Bomet granite block loaded in uniaxid compression using the W S R model.
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The radius of cavity is 13 mm. BIwk size is 126x199~105mm (WxHxD). The averaging
distance d is 11 m m

Figure 5.12 Numerical modehg of primary crack propagation h m a cylindrical cavity
contained in Lac du Bonnet granite block loaded in uniaxial compression using the ZUSR
model.
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Normaiized Crack Length (a)

The radius of caviey is 26 mm. Block size is 255~383x105mm ( W m ) . The averaging
distance d is 9 mmFigure 5.13 Numerical modeluig of primary crack propagation from a cylindrical cavity
contained in Lac du B o ~ egranite
t
block loaded in uniaxial compression using the W S R
model.
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The radius of cavity is 20 mm. Block size is 204~348x63mm (WxHxD). The averaging
distance d is 11 mm.
Figure 5.14 Numerical modehg of primary crack propagation nom a cyhdrical cavity
contained in Lac du Bonnet granite block loaded in uniaxial compression using the ZUSR
model.

The function of the load and primary crack length relationship predicted by the
ZUSR model for the h i t e boundary problern suggests four stages of primary crack
propagation (Figure 5.15). In the h t stage, 1, there is a short initial instability. The crack
pops in suddenly and propagates to a small distance. The second stage, II, is
charactenzed by crack length hardening at an accelerating rate. During the third stage, IJI,
there is still crack-hardening, but now at a deceierating rate. At the end of the
deceleration, crack propagation requires only a srnail increment in the extemal
compressive load; conditions seem to approach an unstable propagation. Once the crack
approaches the block boundary, crack-length hardening begins anew. This 1 s t stage, N,

is obviously a boundary effect. It does not appear in the solution for infinite boundaries or
in the experimental data. When the crack tip is near the boundary of the block, the stress

intensity factor at the crack tip becornes very s d . aImost zero. This resuits in a

similar1y s m d value of a(&?) in equation (5-1) resulting in a dramaticdy large axial
compressive Ioad.
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Figure 5.15 A typical curve of primary crack propagation fkom a cylindricd
cavity contained in Lac du Bonnet granite block loaded in uniaxial compression using the
ZUSR model,

Using the actual dimensions of the test blocks in the numerical simulation,

Figure 5.16 shows the iaterpretation of the propagation data according to the ZUSR
mode1 using the same value of d at 11 mm. Although the fit is not perfect, the test data
are in broad agreement with the predictions of the model.

The ZUSR model is built to handle situations where there is a substantiai
compressive stress. Where the fracture is dciven mainiy by a tende stress, as in the case
of the primary fracture, pfedictions by ZUSR and L E 'are very sirnilar (Figures 5.16
and 5-17). In order to have the best fit using LEM model to the experimentai data,
however, the firacture toughness KI=
had to be Iowered to 1.19 MPadrn, which is less than
half of the experimental value.
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Normalized crack length (a)
The averaging distance is 11 mm for ail hole sues.
Figure 5.16 Simulation of prirnary crack propagation h m a circulat cavity of radius R
using the ZUSR d e l .
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The fracture toughness is 1.19 MPa dm for a l l the cases.
Figure 5.17 Simulation of primary crack propagation fiom a circular cavity of radius R,
using LEFM.

5-33Boondary Effects
Conventional wisdom among expeximental researchers wouid teli that, when
dimensions of the medium are kept to at least ten times the radius of the hole, the stress

distribution around a circular cavity is affected but littie by the finite boundaries. The
physical modeling program was origùially designed to evaluate the nucleation rather than
the propagation of primary, remote and slabbing fractures. The point of nucleation for all

three fracture types is on or close to the cavity perheter, so that the present dimensioning

did not look unreasonable. The chance to measure the propagation rates of the primary

and remote fracturesin the same block came as an added bonus. Both the prïmry and the

remote fractures eventudy approach the top and bottom boundaries, so that the late
stages of crack extension are likely be intluenced by the finite nature of the block
geometry.
The strong boundary effect cautions against using models baseci on the concept of
an innnite medium- For the cal'bration of analyticai and numerical models, physical

model testing is most desirable. Numerical techniques can always operate with finite
dimensions, but many closed-form solutions in mechanics becorne possible only after the
assumption of having an infinite medium is made- Trying to calibrate such an andyticd
model, the physical model must be large enough to approach the condition of infinite
boundaries. How large is large enough? Figure 5.18 shows the result of a numericd
simulation for equidimensional (width = height) blocks of granite. The test blocks of

Dzik and Lajtai (1996) were not equidimensional. The test data of Figure 5.10 had a ratio
of height to radius and width to radius of 15 and 10, respectively. The closest to this

would be the 12R curves of Figure 5.18. To reproduce the predictions of the analytical
models based on infinite medium, the block size should be around 40 tintes the radius.
Only the block with the 5 mm hole (TabIe 5.2) came close to this requirement.
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Normalized crack length (alR)
w is both the width and the height of the bIock. R = 50 mm, and the averaging distance d
is constant and equal to 1 1 mm.

Figure 5.18 Boundary effect on crack propagation. Crack propagation is predicted by the
ZUSR model.

5.3.4 Primary Crack Propagation Under BiaEal Loading
In the biaxial loading case, the s a w procedure is used as in the uniaxial case to
calculate the iduence fûnction a(am,k).Here, I is the ratio of the confining pressure to

the axial load.

5.3.4.1 Constant Ratio of C o d b h g Pressure with Axial Loadmg
In this case, the ratio of the conhing pressure with axial load is kept constant
during the process of loading. The k t application of the new mode1 is to mode1 prîmary

crack propagation in an innnite medium, which contains a cylindrical cavity subjected to
the biaxial compressive loading. The stress intensity faftor at the crack tip was given by

Sammis and Ashby (1986) as:

h is the ratio of the connning pressure to the axial load. 1t is a constant.
Substituthg the expression of a(&) into equation (4-3 1) gives:

where

The relationship between the axial load and the crack length becomes:

Primary crack propagation under different confinhg pressures is shown in Figure 5.19. X
is the ratio of the confining pressure to the axial load. The radius of the circular hole was

50 mm, with h equal to 0.0,0.05,0.1, and 0.2 respectively. It is easy to see that with an

incremental increase in confinhg pressure, the length of prïmary crack becomes shorter
and shorter.

Normalized Crack Length ( d R )

The radius of cavity is 50 mm. Block size is innnite. Averaging distance is 11 mm.

Figure 5.19 Numencal simulation of the ïnfiuence of the ratio of the confiniog pressure

on primary crack propagation h m a cylindrical cavity contained in Lac du Bonnet
granite block of infinite size, loded in biaxial compression.

The next numerical simulation is for a fbüte medium. The block size is 356x356

mm and the radius of the hole is 30 mm. For this case, the predicted primary crack
propagation is s h o w in Figure 5-20.

Norm alized Crack Length (a/R)

The ratio of the confining pressure to the axial load (lambda) is constant.
Block size is 356x356~108mm (WxHxD). The radius of cavity is 30 mm.

The averaging distance d is 8 mm.

Figure 5.20 Numerical simulation of the influence of confining pressure on the primary

crack propagation from a cylindrical cavity, contained in Lac du Bonnet granite block
loaded in biaxial compression.

As the ratio of the confinhg pressure increases, larger axial load increments are
needed to advance the crack by the same amount.

5.3.4.2 Constant Confining Pmsmre
In this case, the confining pressure is kept constant during the process of loading.

It means that the d o between the axial load and the connning pressure is changing
contiouously during the loadhg process. The processes of primary crack propagation for
different connning pressure situations are shown in Figure 5-21. With the increment of
the confining pressure, larger axial load increments are needed to advance the crack by
the same amount.

Primary fracture propagation is very sensitive to the Lateral far-field stress,
whether this is simulated at a constant ratio of connning pressure to axial load or at a

constant confining pressure. Even a srnail lateral stress can increase crack resistance
substantially and hence inhibit the propagation of primary £Ïactwes. The fiacture process

associated with the propagation of primary h t u r e may not, however, stop at this point.
Fracture may occur in a remote position. Nternatively, with increasing load, the
compressive stress concentration at the perimeter may itself become large enough to
cause slabbing (Lajtai et al., 1990). Only the remote fracture nucleation will be

investigated in the foliowing sections.

Nomalized Crack Length (dR)

Block size is 356~356x108mm ('WMWD). The radius ofcavity is 30 mm. The averaging
distance d is 8 mm.

Figure 5.21. Numerical simulation of the influence of confinhg pressure on the primary
crack propagation h m a cylindrical cavity containecl in Lac du B o ~ e granite
t
block
loaded in biaxial compression.

5.4 Prediction of Remote Fracture Nucleation Aronnd a Cylindrical Cavity

5.4.1 Introduction
The primary tension fractures have long been recognized since they form in
response to a predictable tensile stress. Similady, failures in the compression zone of the

rock wall on the perimeter are expected fkom the presence of the high compressive stress
concentration. The origin of the remote fhcture is l a s obvious but it exists both in
underground workings and in physical model tests of the laboratory (Hoek, 1964; Lajtai,
1975; Gay, 1976; Ingraffea, 1979; Carter, 1988; Carter et al., 1991). Using the finite

element method and linear elastic fhcture mechanics, remote fiacture nucleation was
modeled by Ingraffea (1979) and Carter (1991). IngraHea positioned an initiai crack at
the potential site of remote fracture nucleation and used the finite element method to

detennine the stress intensity factor at the crack tip. The fracture mechanics critenon was
used to determine the onset of remote fiachiring- Carter used a finite-width primary
fracture to see the effect it wouid have on remote fracture formation. He maintained a
constant element size ahead of the propagating fiacture tip to account for the size effect.
Maintaining a constant element size accounts for the effect of the stress gradient by
averaging the stress over a constant area The stress state at the potentiai site of remote

fracture was calculated using the finite element method, then a stress based fracture
criteria was used to detennine the onset of rernote fiachue nucleation. Here the ZUSR
model will be used.

5.4.2 Modeiing Remote Crack Nucleation
Under uniaxial loading, the k t fractures grow out of the tensile tangentid stress
concentration on the primeter- These hctures intersect the cavity waU. This is the
primary ftticture. Stress redistribution occurs in response to primary crack nucleation and

subsequent propagation. At some stage of loading, a new center of tensile stress
concentration fomis, remote fiom the b o u n d q of the cavity- This is the zone where a
combination of tensile and compressive stresses creates critical conditions for remote
hcture. Figure 5.22 shows the minimum stress distribution for a given primary crack
length when the remote load is taken to be unity. In addition to the tensile stress
concentration at the crack tip, there is another tensile stress concentration in a region that
is remote to the cylindricd cavity. For this case, the minimum principal stress

concentration at the potential remote fracture area is 15%of the compressive loadThe hrst attempt to interpret remote fractures was made by IngraEea (1977) using
traditional engineering fiacture mechanics. IngrafEea noted that the tensile stress at the
site of remote fkacture nucleation is too small (far less than the tensile strength) to cause
fracturing. In order to start a fracture, a 'starting-crack' had to be inserted at this position

to provide the necessary localised tension. This case of remote fracture propagation is the
best demonstration of LEFWs failure to interpret fracture in compression situations.
LEFM, of course, assumes that tensile fracture occurs in response to tensile stress

(m)

aione and the other principal stresses have no innuence. Although the logic of this
concept is tempting, the fact is that tensile fractures do f o m in response to compressive
stress and the remote h t u r e is a good example for this phenomenon.

Note the tensile stress concentration in the two remote positions (+). BIock size is
508~740x105mm (WxHkD).

Figure 5.22 The minimum principal stress distniution for a given primary crack length
when the remote load equals one.

The ZUSR model overcomes the problem by using the phenomenologically based
USR criterion,

Since the stress condition required for the start of the remote fracture is created
through a change in the primary crack's geometry, it is necessary to first model the
primary crack propagation process. In the same way as in the previous section, a crack

dong the primary crack path with crack length ai is placed and the stress intensity factor
is cdculated for P=I. For all the +sh elements of the block, the stress state al"(afl),

031i(afl) at each Gaussian point is deterrnined. Then the USR for each Gaussian point in
each element is calculated. The point at which the USR is the minimum,fixes the point of
the potential remote h t u r e nucleation when the crack length is ai. This process is

repeated for different lengths of the primary fracture to find the remote location where the
minimum USR is obtained.

Starting with a smalI ni and assuming an initial load Pi, the stress state oii(afl),

ail^) at the point of potential remote fracture nucleation is determined by multiplying
Pi with the o ~ " ( ~ Ja n
Rd)c ~ ~ ~ ' ( atie/ ~
m) . Then the U S . at the primary crack tip and at
the point of potential remote fracture nucleation, is calculated. For a typical primary
crack length and loading condition, the USR distri'bution is s h o w in Figure 5.23. If USR
is smaller at the primary crack tip, the primary crack is lengthened and the axial load

increased. At a certain primary crack length, USR becomes smaller in the remote
position. When USR=l at the remote position and USRA at the primary crack tip, the
condition for remote fracture nucleation is establîshed. The trend of USR at the primary
crack tip and the remote fracture region with the increasing of primary crack Iength and
axial load, are shown in Figure 5.24.In order to put the US., primary crack length and
axial load-prïmary crack length in the same figure, a logarithmic scale is used for the y
axis.

Except for the region of primary crack tip, the two critical sites are remote h m the
perimeter of the cavity and are shown in the small black circular areas.
Block size is 508~740x105m m (WxHi<D).

Figure 5.23 The USR distribution for a given primary crack length when the compressive

axial load equals 50 MPa

Normalized Crack Length (a/R)
P is the axial load. USR-R is the value of the minimum USR at the remote fiacture
nucleation region; USR-P is the value of USR at the primary crack tip; a is the primary
crack length; and R is the radius of the cavity (R= 50 mm). Block size is 508~740x105
mm (WxHxD). Averaging distance is 11 mm.

Figure 5.24 The trend of USR at the primary crack tip and the remote fkacture region, as
the primary crack length and axial load increases.

Cornparisons of the predicted load for remote fiacm with experimental data are
shown in Figure 5-25. The averaging distance is 5mm. The general trend of the numencal

solutions follows that of the experimental data, but the theoretical values tend to
overestimate the nucleation stress*

+

Experimental

Numerical

Fig 5.25 Cornparisons of the predicted load of remote fracture nucleation and experimental data

for different radü of cylindrical cavities subjected to uniaxial compressive loading.

5.4.3 The Location of Minimum USR in Remote Fracture Region
The origin of the remote fiacture has been traced to the tensile stress

concentration that fomis remote to the peiimeter. This position, however, depends on the
length of the prirnary crack.

A typical maximum and minimum principal stress

distribution around a cylindncal cavity and its primary crack is shown in Figures 5.26

and 5.27 respectively. The radius of cavity is 0.03 m. The bIock size is

0.356~0.356~0.108
m (WxHxD) The applied compressive Ioad is equal to M MPa and
the primary crack length is 0.12m. The remote area of tensile stress concentration is

indicated in Figure 5.26.

+ is the remote area of tensile stress concentration
Figure 5.26 The minimum principal stress distrïïution around a cyhdrical cavity and
primary crack, contained in Lac du Bonnet granite block loaded in uniaxial compression.

Figure 5.27 The maximum principal stress distribution around a cylindncal cavity and
primary crack contained in a Lac du Bonnet granite block loaded in uniaxial

compression.

The stress gradient in the remote region is quite shallow. Therefore, the position
of the minimum USR and the compressive load n d e d to generate the remote fracture is

not as strongly size-dependent as the nucleation load for the primary fracture.

The point in the remote region at which the USR is the minimum does not remain
fixed as the pRmary fiacture grows. It moves, in response to the changing geornetry, and
Gnaily approaches the position r = 2R. 9 = 49.0' where the remute region nucleates

(Figure 5.28).

The radius of cavity is 52 mm. Block size is 508x740x102 mm (WXHXD).

is the
location of remote fhcture nucleation predicted numerically. Symbols represent the
location of the smdest USR during primary crack propagation. Conespondhg primary
crack length is: r 10 mm, + 40 mm, V 80 mm, 4 140 mm, 200 mm, >220 mm. The
length of the primary crack is 285 mm when remote fiachue nucleates. The circled region
is the nucleation site measured from the experiinental sample. Averaging distance d is 11
Inm.

Figure 5.28 Numerical modeling of the location of remote fracture nucleation around a
cylindrical cavity contained in a Lac du Bonnet granite block loaded in uniaxial

compression.

5.5 Why There is No Primary Crack for the Case of Smaller Cavities

In the large diameter cavities. remote hcture o c c m only after the primary crack
completes its run through the block and eventuaily becomes arrested at the Ioading
platen. The s m d cavities (R<=lOmm) produce stable prirnary cracks so that the remote
fiachire nucleation stress may be reached before the primary h c t u r e has a chance to
propagate far out of the cavity. In very s m d cavities (Rdmm), a primary fiactwe may
not form at dl under any compressive Ioading conditions (Figure 1.2). In order to explain

this new experimental evidence (Dizk, Lajtai, 1996). a special numerical simulation was
used.
A smaii cylindrical cavity is contained in an innnite medium and the loadhg

pattern is shown in Figure 3.7. The stress distribution around the circula cavity can be
expressed by (laeger and Cook, 1976):
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When stress averaging is taken in the direction of a radius at any point, the non-local

stresses at the point (r, 8) can be written as

The cornparison of the stress state around a cylindrical cavity using the classic
elasticity and non-local elasticity method is shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.

The non-locaiized maximum and minimum principal stresses at point (r, 8) can be
determined using the above expression (equations (5-20), (5-21). (5-22)). Substituting the
non-localized maximum and minimum principal stresses into the USR fiachire criterion
in equation (4-27), the h c t u r e condition at any point can be determined at the given

loading level. Physical experiments have shown three stages of progressive fracture
leading to eventual coilapse of the cavity under uniaxial compression: (1) initiation of
primary tension fractures at the hole crown and invert; (2) formaton of secondary
tension fractures (remote) fiom the hole, and (3) slabbing in compressive concentration
area According to the physical experimental evidence and numerical modeling results

described in Section 5.4.2, the remote fracture is assumed nucleating at point r = 2R and

8 = 49'

. The minimum USR at the three sites of potential fiacture nucleation with the

increasing of the uniaxial compressive load has been calculated for different values of the
averaging distance. The cornparisons for different situations are s h o w in Figures 5.29-

5.32. The primary fracture occurs h

t when

averaging distance is l a s than the radius of

the cavity (Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30). The smaller the averaging distance, the lower is

the nucleation load. However, the nucleation of remote fracture occurs earlkr than

prirnary fracture when the averaging distance is larger than the radius of the cavity

(Figure 5.3 1 and Figure 5.32).
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Radius of the cavity is 3 mm. Averaging distance is 2 mm. Uniaxial compressive strength
and tende strength used in numerical simulation is 226 MPa and 14 MPa, respectively.
In this case, the smaiiest USR is at the potential nucleation site of the primary fracture.

Figure 5.29 The variation of the srnailest USR at three potential fiachire nucleation sites
with iocreasing uniaxial compressive load.

Uniaxial Load (MPa)

Radius of cavity is 3 mm. Averaging distance is 3 mm and is equal to the radius of the
cavity. Uniaxial compressive strength aud tensile strength used in the numencal
simuiation is 226 MPa and 14 MPa, respectively. In this case, the srnaest USR is at the
potential nucleation site of the primary bcture

Figure 5.30 The variation of the smallest USR at three potentid fkacture nucleation sites
with increasing uniaxial compressive load.
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Radius of cavity is 3 mm. Averaging distance is 5 mm and is larger than the radius of the
cavity. Uniaxial compressive strength and tensile strength used in the numerical
simulation is 226 MPa and 14 MPa, respectively. In this case, the srnaIlest USR occurs at
the potential nucleation site of the remote fracture.

Figure 5.31 The variation of the srnailest USR at three potential fkacture nucleation sites

with increasing uniaxial compressive load.
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Radius of cavity is 3 mm. Averaging distance is 8 mm and is larger than the radius of the
cavity. Uniaxiai compressive strength and tensile stcength used in the nurxmïcal
simulation is 226 MPa and 14 MPa, respectively. In this case, the smailest USR occurs at
the potential nucleation site of the remote fracture.

Figure 5.32 The variation of the smallest USR at three potential fÏacture nucleation sites
with increasing uniaxial compressive load.

The influence of averaging distance d on

the smallest

USR at three potentiai

fracture nucleation sites is also considered The variation of the USR at three potential
fracture sites with increments of averaging distance is show in Figure 5.33. With
increasing averaging distance d, the value of USR at the primary crack site increases

significantly. The value of USR at the slabbing fÎacture site increases at an acceleratiog
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rate with the increase of averaging distance at the beginning. Then, it stiU incrpases, but
at a decelerathg rate when the averaging distance reaches a critical vaiue. The value of

USR at the remote fracture site increases with the increment of averaging distance, but

not considerably. It indicates that the stress state at the remote fîmture position is not as
strongly size-dependent as that of primary and slabbing k t u r e s .

0.000 0.002 0 . 0 4 0.ûûô 0-00s 0.010 0.012 0.014 0.016

Averaging Distance (m)
USR-P, USR-R and USR-S represent the USR value at primary, remote and slabbing
fracture sites, respectively. Uniaxial compressive load is nXed at 75 MPa. Radius of
cavity is 5 mm. Uniaxial compressive strength and tende strength used in the numencal
simulation is 226 MPa and 14 MPa, respectiveIy.

Figure 5.33 Cornparison of the variation of the smallest USR at three potential fkacture

nucleation sites with different averaging distance d.

The propagation of the primary crack from a cylindricai cavity in a compressive
stress field for innnite and nnite boundary problems has been anaiyzed using the ZUSR

model. Numerical results show that the process of primary crack propagation h m a
cylindrical cavity, contained in an infinite medium under the uniaxial loading, has ihree
stages. After an initial pend of unstable propagation, the primary crack grows in a stable
mariner; the load must be increased to cause m e r propagation. During this stage the

rate of hardening increases. In the third stage, the hardening rate decreases with the

propagation load approaching the ultimate strength of the materîai asymptoticaliy. The
process of primary crack propagation nom a cyLindricai cavity, contained in a nnite

rather than inflnite case, has four stages. The first three stages are similar to the infinite
case. In the fourth stage, the rate of hardening increases as the crack tip approaches the

boundary of the block.
Primary fiacture propagation is very sensitive to the lateral far-field stress. Even a
very small laterd stress, can increase the crack resistance substantially and hence inhibit

the propagation of primary fractures.

The strong boundary effect cautions against using models based on the concept of
an inflnite medium. It is found that to reproduce the predictioa of the analytical models

based on an infinite medium, the finite block size should be around 40 times the radius of
the cavity.

After considerable primary crack propagation, new regions of tensile stress
concentration can be generated, remote fiom the perimeter of the cavity. As the primary
crack propagates, the stresses around the cavity are continuously redistributed. Aithough

the magnitude of the tende stresses in the remote zone is lower than the tende strength,

the combination of tensile principal stress and the d e r high compressive stress are

adequate to bring USR to unity. The stress gradient in the remote region is quite shallow.
Therefore, the position of the minimum USR and the compressive load weded to
generate the remote hcture is not as strongly size-dependent as the primary fracture. In
contrast, the stress gradient is quite steep at the nucleation point of the primary crack,
making the nucleation load strongly size-àependent As a d t , the prjmary nucleation

load increases with decreasing the size of cavity. The compressive load at remote fiacture
nucleation also varies with the size of cavity, although not as strongly as the prirnary
fiachue. For very smail holes, therefore, the remote fracture nucleates before the prïmary
fiacture. This is the case for Lac du Bonnet granite. h the numencal simulation, this
occurs when the radius of the cavity is about the same as the averaging distance.

CHAPTER 6
MODELING WING CRACK PROPAGATION FROM A SLIDING
CRACK IN COMPRESSION

6.1 Introduction
Based on microscopic observations of induced and naturai cracks in rocks, and on
macroscopic physical experiments, a number of fracture rnechanics models have been
formulated to analyze tensile fracture propagation in brittle materials, loaded in
compression (Brace and Bombolakis, 1963; Bieniawski, 1966; Nemat-Nasser and Hom,
1982; Zaitsev, 1983; Steif, 19W, Ashby and Hallam, 1986; Kemeny, 1987; Chen,
Munson and Bodner, 1993). Most models are grounded on the idea that fictional slidùig
on an inched pre-existing crack leads to tensile stress concentrations, near the two crack
tips. From these points tension cracks, called w h g cracks, propagate out, starhg
perpendicular to the pre-existing or originating crack and then slowly curving into the
direction of the applied compressive stress. The model of a sliding crack with fnctional
resistance (but without cohesive resistance) has been criticized by some authors (e.g.
Holcomb and Stevens, 1980, Janach and Guex, 1980; Costh, 1983) on the grounds that
actual electron microscopic observations do not seem to support the presence of such
cracks, but rather show a complex pattern of axial tension cracks emanating from a
variety of sources. SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) analysis of rocks by Wong
(1985) and Zheng (1989) would, on the other hand, suggest that results obtained fiom the
sliduig crack model are not really in conflict with SEM observations. Furthemore, Wong

emphasizes that the agreement between the theoretical prediction and the quantitative

microscopy results is quite remarkable. Scholz et al. (1986) have re-examined
Bridgman's ring expriment (Scholz, 1986) and concluded that axial cracks can be
initiated by tiny flaws and grow in a stable manner for long distances under an overail
compressive stress state. The testhg of macroscopic models of cracks in a varîety of
brittle materials (glass, photoelastic medium, plaster of Paris and PMMA), have largely
confirmed the validity of the concept (Brace and BomboIakis, 1964, Hoek and
Bieniawski, 1965; Lajtai, 1972; Nemat-Nasser and Horii, 1982; Haliam and Ashby,
1986). In a statistical study of apparent "'starting cracks" in compression tested specimens

of Lac du Bonnet granite, 85 percent of the observed cracks were found to start at grain

boundaries whÏle oniy 15 percent had their ongin within the grain (Lajtai, 1988). There
was an appreciable concentration of cracks that formed at grain boundaries that are

oriented within a 20'-40 band measured nom the compression dkction (Figure2.1).
All the experimental results show that under axial compression, wing cracks grow

with increasing axial Ioad in a stable manner, i.e. requiring increasing compression to

propagate (Nemat-Nasser and Horii, 1982; Hailam and Ashby, 1986). Most of the
analytical models capture this behavior in an acceptable manner. Because the propagation
is stable in a sense that larger and larger increases in compression are needed to extend
the crack by the same amount (crack-length hardening), the wing cracks do not propagate

very far, usually 1-2 times the length of the originating crack. The reason for Ors is that

the zero-width fracture mode1 of fracture mechanics does not extend when the crack
becomes paralle1 with the compression direction. The experimental evidence, however,

suggests that axial trnsiIe cracks in rock propagate for much greater distances than the
fkacture mechanics model would suggest.
One possible solution to the problem is to replace the zero-width crack model of
h t u r e mechanics with a finite width crack mode1 (Yuan et al., 1993; Dzik et al., 1996).

Finite-width cracks oriented pardel with the compression direction, propagate k l y and
in the expected stable manner. The finite-width modei, however, requires an additional

parameter - the crack width. There is no experlmeatd technique for its measurement AU
the modeling exercises treat the crack-width a s a curve-fitting constant.

The objective of this work is to demonstrate that it is not necessary to assign
nnite width to the crack model. The zero-width crack mode1 c m be made to propagate
paraliel with compression, provided the fiacture mechanics criterion is replaced by the
USR criterion. Following the approach used in Chapter 5, the crack model combines three

elements: LEFM which is used to find the stress distribution around the wing-crack tip,
the non-local elasticity method to convert the at-the-point stresses to non-local stresses,

and the USR criterion for fracture.

6.2 The SIiding Crack Modd
The crack model is based on a twoimensional (plane strain), linear elastic,
isotropie, and homogeneous material containing a sIiding crack subjected to axial and
connning far-field stresses, P and Q, respectively. The sliding crack is assumed to be far

enough away from the boundary, so that boundary effects can be neglected. For
simplicity, P and Q are assumed to be the maximum and minimum far-field principal
stresses; the plane of the wing crack is perpendicular to Q (Figue 6.1). This wingcrack
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mode1 has been analyzed by others using fiacture mechanics (Zaitsev, 1983; Steif, 1984;

Hallam & Ashby, 1986; Kemeny & Cook, 1987;Chen. Munson and Bodner, 1993). The
mode1 proposed by Haliam and Ashby wiif be foilowed here.

Figure 6.1 Wing-crack growth from an inclïned crack in a compressive stress field.

The sliding crack consists of an initial planar crack of length Za, orientated at
angle

with respect to the horizontal direction and having a coefficient of fiction p.

Once the fkictional forces dong the initial crack have been exceeded, the crack faces will
slide past one mother, formhg tensile stresses in the regions near the crack tips. Under
continued loading, the tende stresses wiil increase until two tensile wing cracks emerge

symmetncaiiy h m the ends of the initial crack The wing cracks propagate until they
hirn into the direction of the maximum principal stress (Figure 6.2).

If the stress Ievel is steadily increased. a critical tensile stress is eventually reached at
which wing cracks initiate

Figure 6.2 Shear stresses acting on angled cracks generate zones of concentrated tensile

stress at the crack tip (following Haliam & Ashby. 1986).

The stress intensity factor at the tip of the wing crack nucleated fioom a sliding
crack, is given by HalIam & Ashby (1986):

&=W(P.A. L)G
Where function f(p. h L)is :

(6-1)

Moreover, L = Ua,where u is half the initiai crack length, 1 is the wing crack length and A
is the ratio of

m.

6.3 The Compressive Load-Crack Length Relatioasbip
A simple h t u r e mechanics-based relationship between a uniaxial compressive

stress P and the crack length for wing fiachue h m a sLiding crack can be established by
combuiing equation (6-1) with the criterion of fkacture:
KI = K,

The compressive stresscrack length relationship becomes:

The shape of this relationship is shown in Figure 6.3. Here the value of f(b&L) is
determined nom Hailam aad Ashby's equation (6-2). The crack hardens with increasing
length, with hardening occurring at an accelerating rate. Because equation (6-3) does not
include the effect of compressive stresses, the constraining effect of a finite compressive
strength is not detected. In order to include the effect of a finite compressive strength, the
compressive stress,

01,

and the compressive strength.

must enter into the fracture

critenon. The empirical USR criterion will do this. Substituthg equation (6-1) into
equation (4-31), the general fhcture mode1 proposed in Chapter 4 and rearranging it, the
compressive load-wing crack propagation for the sliding crack will now yield a more
complex functional relationship:

This is the second c w e of Figure 6.3. The effect of the nnite-compressive stress is

s h o w by its asymptotic approach to the compressive strength.

In common with the hction based on k t u r e toughness criterion, the USRbased relationship shows an initiai crack hardening. The rate of crack hardening

accelerates for the L E 'model indehnitely. The acceleration however ends at about
40540% of the uniaxial compressive strength for the ZUSR model. At around 50% of

the compressive strength the raie goes through an idection point aad then star& to

decrease, bordering on the condition of instability as the compressive strength is
approached. In the initial stages of wing crack propagation, below 50% of compressive
strength, the two relationships are similar.

The general shape of this relationship is s h o w in Figures 6-3 to 6-5 for the
sliding crack models described in Chapter 3. A logarithmic scale is used to emphasize
details at low values of crack length. For compûrison, the LEFM model is shown as well.
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Figure 6.3 Wing-crack growth in an innnite plate in uniaxial compressive Loading as

predicted by LEFM, using the Hallam and Ashby crack model, and the unconfioed
strength ratio (USR)critena.
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Figure 6.4 Wing-crack gmwth in an inftnite plate in uniaxial compressive loading as

predicted by LEFM,using Chan and Munson's crack model, and the unconfined strength
ratio (USR)criteria.
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Figure 6.5 Wing-crack growth in an infïnite plate in uniaxial compressive loading, as
predicted by LEFM cnteria, using Kemeny and Cook's crack model, and the unconfined
strength ratio (USR).

Crack propagation is very sensitive to the connning pressure Q (Figure 6.6).
When Q is tende, the LEFM and ZUSR models are similar. They both harden initially,
enter into a softening case around a norrnalized crack Iength of two and then become

unstable once the crack length appmaches the range of 5-8. For uniaxial compression or
triaxial compression with a positive (compressive) confining pressure, the LEFM model

shows hardening throughout, remaining stable at any crack length. The ZUSR model
always sofiens at high stress and approaches an unstable behavior close to the
compressive sîrength.
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The initial half crack length is a The averaging distance is equd to the initial crack
length; the friction coefficient is 0.577; the fracture toughness is 1 MPa dm, and X is the
ratio of confining pressure Q to axial pressure P.

Figure 6.6 Influence of confining pressure on wingcrack growth in an infinite plate in
axial compression, as predicted by LEFM using Hailam and Ashby's crack mode1 and the

unconfined strength ratio (USR)critena

The innuence of fiction coefficient p is shown in Figure 6.7. With increasing
fiction coefficient, the crack nucleation load is increased. For a given crack length, the

larger the fiction coefficient, the higher is the load needed to propagate a crack for the
same le@.
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Figure 6.7 Muence of the friction coefficient on wingi:rack growth in an innoite plate

in uniaxial compression.

6.4 Conclusions

AU the models based on the LEFM criterion have the same shortcoming. Cracks
c m grow from the initial crack position only for a certain finite distance, which is of the

same order of magnitude as the size of the initial crack. Therefore, these models cannot
explain the axial tende fractures that propagate for much longer lengths. The present

work has demonstrated that the zero-width crack model can modd the observed pattern
of axial tende k t u r e propagation fkom sliding cracks under compression, provided the

fiacture mechanics criterion is replacecl with one based on the USR.The W S R model can
predict a final crack length that is severai times longer thau the length of the originatîng
crack This is accomplished by including the effect of both the maximum and minimum
f M e l d principal stresses through the USR formulation. In addition to aiiowing a crack
to propagate in the compression direction, the mode1 comectIy senses the constcainmg

effect of the nnite compressive strength of the medium. In contrast, the fracture
mechanics model is controlied by the tensile principal stress alone. IÏI the LEFM model,
the compressive stress can be raised indennitely, above the compressive strength. In the

ZUSR model, the compressive principal stress approaches the compressive strength

asymptotically.

CHAPTER 7

MODELING THE STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM:FOR BRXTTLE
ROCK LOADED IN COMPRESSION

Dilatancy and axial cracking of brïttle rocks, loaded in compression, have been
studied for many years (e.g Brace et al., 1966). Bieniawski (1967) showed that the
normal stress-stcain response of brittle rocks couid be divided into four stages (Figure

7.1).The first portion of the curve represents the closure of existing microcraçks. This is
followed by a linear-elastic portion (Stage 1) where the elastic modulus and Poisson's
ratio are usually measured. Crack initiation (CI) marks the beginning of the second stage
(Stage II). This point occurs at the point where the laterai strain deviates nom its initial,

linear-elastic, stress-strain path. The third stage (Stage III) begins at the point of the

volumeûic-strain reversal (VR), where the volumetric straia rate reverses fiom
compression to dilatation. Bieniawski suggested that, at this point, cracks continue to
propagate in an unstable marner even if the load is held constant.

The objective of the present work is to formulate a new constitutive mode1 based
on the analysis of microcrack growth under an overd far-field compression. The
relationship between the compressive stress and the Iength of the cracks and propagation
for brittle rocks is established by combining the non-local elasticity method (Eringen
1977; Wang, 1992) and USR (Lajtai, 1991; Carter, 1992; Yuan, 1993; Dizk, 1996) with

LEFM Wear elastic fracture mechanics), E ' M is used to determine the stress intensity

factor at the crack tip and h m thîs the non-local elasticity method defiaes the non-local
stress state at the crack tip. The USR is used as the fiachue criterion. As the wing cracks
propagate, the stress-strain relationship is denved using Castigliano's theorern, foliowing

Kemeny and Cook (1987, 1990). Using this method, a closed forrn analytical stress-stcaïn
constitutive equation is developed which c m capture many of the observed features of
the fkacture and deformation of rock under compressive loading.

Axial Strass
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*

.

_

Volumetric

Figure 7.1 The four stages of a stress-strain curve for a typical brittle rock (after
Bieniawski, 1967).

Here we consider a two dimensional (plane strain), linear elastic, isotropie, and
homogeneous material containhg a given configuration of sliding cracks subjected to
axial and connning compressive stresses, P and

Qv

respectively. It is assumed that the

sliding cracks are far h m the boundary of the body and fkom each other. Hence

interactions wîth each other and with boundaries of the body are not considered- The
sliding crack

(Eigure

7.2) has been maiyzed before in great detail (Nemat-Nasser and

Hom, 1982; Horri and Nemat-Nasser, 1985, 1986; Zaitsev, 1983; Ashby and Hallam,
1986; Kemeny and Cook, 1987). Kemeny (1990) has summarized the ciifferences among
the varbus models proposed by these researchers. Here the mode1 proposed by Kemeny

is used. A sliding crack consists of an initial planar crack of Iength 2a, oriented at angle

p and having a coefficient of fiction p. Once the frictional forces dong the initiai crack
have been exceeded, the crack faces will slide pst one another, forming tensiie stresses

in the regions near the crack tips. Under continued Ioading. the tensile stresses wïii
increase until two tensile 'wing cracks' emerge symmeaicaLly fiom the ends of the initial

crack. As the wing cracks propagate. they orient themselves in the direction of the

maximum principal stress.
Kemeny defines the stress intensity factor at the crack tip as :
"'=

7is an abbreviation for:

2ar+cos

J;d

-QG

Load P,

Load

5

Figure 7.2 The geometry and loading of the sliding crack.

7.3 Crack Propagation under Compressive Loadhg
Ultimate failure of brittle rocks is often thought to occur through some type of
coalescence of a suiiably positioned set of paralel axial tende cracks (Kemeny 1987,
1990; Costin, 1987). Such coalescence must occur very close to the peak stress. The pre-

failure deformational process is dominated by the propagation of axial tensile cracks. An

explanation for the paralle1 growth of fkactures in compression is f o n d in the concept of
fhcture o c c d g fiom a multitude of crack starters that act more or less independentiy.

Fracture nucleation h m a number of sites is possible. because the process of propagation

in compression is stable; the compressive stress must continuously increase to drive the
process (Lajtai, Carter and Ayarï, 1990). In this work, the growth of an axial tensile crack
in an inflnite medium is considered-

The fracture mechanics crack growth critexion KI= & was used by Kemeny to
determine the critical stress at which the whg crack wïii nucleate and then propagate.

The hcture mechanics criterion is based on tensile stress done and therefore the
constraining effect of the compressive strength is ignored. The compressive load can be
raised indefinitely, above the compressive strength. By using the USR as the fracture
critenon, crack growth becomes a function of the compressive principal stress as weii.

7.4 Deformation Due to M a l Fracture Propagation
The mamoscopic deformation of a rock can be decomposed into two components:
one is the elastic deformation that would occur in the uncracked body due to the applied
stress and the other is due to the growth of microcracks.

Consider a body of width Zw, height 26,and unit thickness, containhg a single
sliding crack that is subjected to principal stresses P and Q (Figure 7.2). From
Castigliano's theorem, the displacement

that occurs under a load Pi (force) when a

linear elastic body is subjected to loads (forces) PI, Pt....Pn, is given by:

&=G: + 4:

The axial displacement due to the presence of a siiding crack is obtained h m the change
in the elastic strain energy (Cook,1965; Kemeny & Cook, 1987,1990):

Here 4: represents the axial displacement that would occur in the uncracked body due to
the appiied load P i . 4: represents the axial displacement that would occu.in the cracked

body due to the applied load Pi and given crack length 1 . II, represents the elastic strain

energy due to the sliding crack- The relationship between the stress intensity factor and
strain energy Ue(Cook,1965; Kerneny & Cook, L 987,1990) is:

Here the integral is over the wing crack length from a to some finite length 1. E is

Young's modulus; KIis the stress intensity factor at the crack tip. The forces in the y and
x directions (Figure 7.2) are PI

= 2wP and P2 = 2bQ, respectively. The displacement due

to the body with no cracks is 4: = P i B .
Substituting the stress intensity factor KI(7-1) into equation (7-9,the strain

energy U' is obtained. Using PI = 2wP in equation (74), the axial displacement 4; is
obtained. The axial strain under the applied loads is then calculated by dividing the total

displacement by the length of the body, 26. In the same way, substituting P2 = 2bQ and
the strain energy shown in equation (7-5) into equation (7-4), the lateral displacement is

obtained. The lateral strain under the appiied loads is then calculated by dividing the total

displacement by the width of the body, 2w. The cornputer program 'Uaple" helped with
the derivation. The following results were obtained:

d, , dkand BK.are the axial strain, lateral strain and volumetric strain due to a single
sliding crack, respectively. Subscript "c" represents the strain caused by the crack- The

expressions for h and y are given by:
A-=sinpcosfl-pcos2fl and y=-cos/3sin/3-psin2/3

So far, only the contribution due to a singie sliding crack has been evaluated. If
the strain due to N non-interacting sliding cracks is considered, the total strain wilI simply
be N tirnes the strain given above:

&& =

sa.cos j3
E

where G, ci,and ~ yare
, the axial strain, Iaterai strain and volumetric strain due to N noninteracting sliding cracks, respectively. ~ i thes initial crack density (Kemeny et al., 1987,

IWO):
X=- ~a~

v

(7-12)

N is total number of non-interaction cracks included in a two dimensional body of unit
thickness whose volume is V=2wdb.

In this simple model a l l the initial starting cracks have the same geometry. Each
crack is treated individually. Varying both the initiai length and the orientation of the
sliding crack will make the model somewhat more complex, but the results WU not be
significantly different.
A typical set of stress-strain curves of the model is shown in Figure 7.3. The

stress-strain curves capture both the crack initiation and the crack damage points. Crack
closure is not inchded in the model.
The general consensus is that no damage occurs in rock until the crack initiation
point is reached. In most rocks, this is located in the range of 1/3-1/2 of the peak strength.
Also, in most rocks, the crack initiation point is distinct; its position is identified at the
f b t deflection of the initially Linearly elastic portion of the lateral strain curve. If this

cnterion is applied to the model proposed previously, the crack initiation point is at the
location shown in Figure 7.3. The initial length, the orientation, and the fiction
coefficient of the sliding crack idluence the crack initiation load. Since the P-parailel
extending axial cracks do not change the axial stifniess, the stress-axial strain curve is not
expected to d e c t the initiation of the k t crack, or the dilation of the specimen. The
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damage stress is defined at the point where dilataacy begins. On the stress-voIumetnc
strain curve, the damage point is located where the volumetnc strah rate changes fiom
compression to düation.
Using the same procedure descn'bed in this section, ail the fracture mechanics
models summarized in Chapter 3 can be used to mode1 both fiacture and deformation.

-A#'d - - Lateral - - -V'ume

Stress and strain are normaiized by the compressive smngth and the maximum axial
elastic strain, respectively. The direction of the initial crack is 30° withrespect to the
compressive load. The coefficient of fiction is 0.557. The initial crack density x is
0.0024. Averaging distance d equals haif the initial crack Iength. E, = oJEis the
maximum axial elastic strain. C&is the compressive strength of the material. E is Young's
modulus, Ci is the point of crack initiation, and Cd is the point of crack damage.

Figure 7.3 Stress-strain curve under uniaxial compression predicted by the mode1
proposed in this thesis.

7.5 Cornparisons with Experimentaï Data

In order to test the validity of the proposed modei, the stress-sirain curves for Lac
du Bonnet granite were simulated using the parameters shown in Table 7.1 Figure 7.4).

Table 7.1 Parameters used in the mode1 for Lac Du Bonnet granite

I
I

(Angle of initial crack to x axis)

p (Linear coefficient of fiction)

x

(Initial crack density)

IE (Young's modulus, GPa)

I
I
I

-

-

-

v (Poisson's ratio)
-

--

d (Averaging distance, m)

O,

(Compressive strength MFa)

ot (Tensiie strength MPa)

In Figure 7.4, a cornparison of the axial, Iaterai and volumetric strains is shown of
the proposed analytical model, and the experimental results for the case of uniaxial
compression. The numerical simulation correlates reasonably well with the experimentai
data firom three uniaxial compressive tests on Lac du Bonnet granite.

+
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- Model

Microstrain
The experimental data corne fiom tests LDB230,LDB 194 and LDBJOSSN. The crack
initiation stress is about 120 MPa and crack damage stress is about 180 MPa.

Figure 7.4 Modeling the stress strain curves for Lac du Bonnet granite.

7.6 Simulation of Deformation of Rock tmder Uniaxid Compression for

Random Cracks
To predict crack propagation using equation (4-30) or to mode1 the stress-strain
diagram using equations (7-9). (7-IO), (7-Il), requires an estimate for the initial flaw

size, a. In rocks,the size of the naturd flaws varies considerably. There is no single value

for the initial flaw size and flaw orientation that is truly representative of the materid.
Both parameters are random variables.
So far, the problem has k e n fomulated for flaws of fixed orientation P and size
2a. When a random distniution of pre-existing ffaws is involved the strauis may be

estimated by a simple sum of individual contributions from flaws of different length and
orientation. For a finite number of cracks (N) of specifk orientations (a), initial Iengths
(ai).wing crack length I/ iocated at (xi, yj) in a block that is 2w wide and 26 hi&,

strain

the total

(aat a particular value (P) of the compressive stress is:

Here i = 1..3 and corresponds to the axial, lateral and volumetric strain respectively. N is
the total number of cracks included in the unit area.
Following the same procedure described in Chapter 6 for wing crack propagation.
the relationship of load and wing crack length for an individual crack is the same as in
equation (6-5):

To generate a number of cracks (N) at locations @,y),

the madom nurnber

generator is used lying in the range of (-W.w) for x and (-b, b) for y coordinates

respectively. Corresponding to the random position (xi, yJ, the crack length
orientation

a- are selected randomly in the range of ,a

to a
,

ai

and

for crack length, and of

Bmll to

for orientation. a- and a
,

length. & and

are the minimum and maximum initial crack

are the minimum and maximum orientation.

For a given axial compressive load Pj, the nucleation load for an individual crack
(XL yb a b

ab

pi ) is predicted ushg equation (7-14).

The predîcied nucleation load P ~ ( xy6~

Bi)is compared with the given axial compressive load Pj . If the calculated load is

larger than the given axial compressive
calculated nucleation load

yb

ab

no wing crack propagation occurs. If the

f l ' is smaller than the given axial compressive load

P , two wing cracks should have already propagated h m the original slidïng crack. A
aial and error procedure is used to reach the critical state, at which P;(X~yh

ab

If), the

predicted load fiom using equation (7-14) becomes equal to the given axial compressive
load Pj . Substituting this axial compressive load Pj and the crack geornetry parameters
(ai

a Li> into equations (7-6) to (7-8),contribution to axial, lateral and volumetric strain

for the crack (xL yb

ab

li) due to the wing crack propagation, c m be evaluated.

Material properties are assumed to be the same at a l i nucleation sites.
The same process is repeated for the next crack (xi+l,yi+l,

ai+^ pi+i, li+l), until a l l

the cracks are checked for the given maxial
compressive load Pi.Usually the wing crack
length is different for each sliding crack because it varies with the initial crack length and
orientation. By summing the contribution of a i l the cracks, the total strains can be
calculated using equation (7-13) for the given axial compressive load. This whole
procedure is then repeated for the next axial load
Two observations coming fkom the simulation of randomly distributed cracks
under axial compressive loading should be noted. One is the number o f cracks at a given
axial compressive load. The other is the crack density caused by wing crack propagation,

again corresponding to the given axial compressive load. Both are expected to increase
with iacreasing compressive stress. The initial

crack density for randomly distributed

cracks c m be defuied as:

When wing crack nucleation and propagation occur, the crack density changes to:
N

(ai+

The ratio of crack density durùig wing crack propagation to the initial crack density
corresponding to a given axial compressive load is:

For the next simulation, a statistical distribution of crack orientation (B) and initial
crack length (a) is assumed. Orientation angles are selected randomly nom the range of
0"-90°. The initial crack lengths are assumed to be randomly located in the range of 1-20

Three sets of cracks were selected randomiy and their orientations and lengths are
shown in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. Correspondhg to the crack distribution of these three
sets, their d e b a t i o n behaviors are simulated using equations (7-6), (7-7),(7-8), (7-13)

and (7-14). The stress-strah diagrams are shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.5 The distribution ofthe initial crack length for the three simulations.
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Figure 7.6. The distribution of the initial crack orientation for the three simulations. The

orientation measures the angle of the crack plane h m the horizontal a i s .
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Both the initial crack length and the orientation are randomly distributed. The initial
crack length is in the range of 1-20 mm and the inclination is in the range of 0"-90".

Figure 7.7 Simulation of the shess-strain diagram under uniaxial compressive loading.

DuRog the rising stress phase of the compressive test of a brittie rock, a change
fkom a deformation that is elastic and, therefore, recoverable, to one that involves
permanent deformation, occurs at the point where the initially linear stress versus lateral
strain,

or stress versus volumetric strain c u v e deflects h m its initial, Iuiear trend. From
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this point on, the rate of fateral strain increases above what can be ann'buted to purely
elastic deformation- The point of defiection is the "crack initiation point" (Figure 7.7).
Crack initiation is about 90 MPa and crack damage is about 160 MPa for simulation IL
However, the loads for crack initiation and damage are much higher in simulation III and

simulation 1. Crack initiation is about 110 MPa and crack damage is about 200 MPa in
simulation DI. Crack initiation and damage in simulation II are Located between
simulation 1 and simulation IIL The cornparison of simuIation resdts comspondlng to
the three merent crack distn'bution styIes with three sets of experimentai data is shown

in Figure 7.8. The modeling is in broad agreement with the experimental data Simulation

II has the best fit.
Figure 7.9 shows the crack distribution map for case II at different load levels.
Figure 7.10 is the accumulation of nucleated crack numbers with increasïng axial
compressive load. The simulation in these two figures show that it is possible for the
cracks to be nucleated at various sites, at different stress levels, depending on the initial

crack length and inclined angle of the crack. The cracks at some sites would be nucleated
at a relatively high stress at a t h e when the cracks nucleated at lower stresses at other
sites are already propagating and dilating, effecting a gradua1 decrease in lateral stifhess.
Crack nucleation is the most intense when the stress is close to the strength of this
granite. The overall result should be an essentialiy nonlinear laterai strain curve with
linearly elastic conditions restrïcted to very Iow stress, that is to a stress less than what is
necessary to activate the very first site.
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The initial crack length is in the range of 1-20 mm and inclination is between 0"-90".
Both the initial crack length and inclination are randomly selected.

Figure 7.8 Cornparison of simulated stress-strain curves with the experimental data.
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LOAD = 100 MPa

LOAD = 150 MPa

LOAD =180 MPa

LOAD = 200 MPa

LOAD = 210 MPa

LOAD = 220 MPa

Cracks are randomly distributed in the sample. Inched angles are randody selected in
the range of0-90". Initial crack lengths are randomly selected in the range of 1-20 mm.

Figure 7.9. Simulating the development of wing crack propagation of microcracking at

various load levels for uniaxial compression.

It is interesthg to consider the development of crack density during incremental
compressive Ioading. The evolution of the ratio K of crack density during wing crack
propagation to initial crack density, with increasing axial compressive load, is shown in
Figure 7.11. It is obvious nom the simulation result that the crack density increases with

axial compressive load. A dramatic increase of crack density occurs when the axial
compressive load is larger than the crack initiation point When the axial compressive
load reaches the compressive strength of the rock, the crack density reaches the
maximum value-

Axial Compressive Load (MPa)

Figure 7.10 The number of nucleated cracks as a function of axial compressive load.
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Axial Corn pressive Load (M Pa)

Figure 7.11 Development of crack density under various axial compressive loads.

7.7 Idluence of the Initial Geometry, Crack Length and Orientation

The length of the initial crack has a signincant effect on the course of the stressstrain curves (Figure 7.12). Crack initiation and crack damage stresses are affected
significantly by varying the initial crack length. With increasing initial crack length, the
crack initiation and crack damage stresses decrease. Selecting an initial crack length of 3
mm gives the best fit to the experimental data for Lac du Bonnet granite.

The orientation of the initiai crack, on the other hm& has littie influence on the
crack initiation stress- The crack initiation stress changes little when the orientation Lies in
the range of 30" to 70°. It has, however, a more significant effect on the crack damage

stress. When orientation is IO0,the crack damage stress is 30% higher than that when
orientation is 70". See Figure 7.13.

- - - - a=fmm - - A

LD823û
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o LDB1994
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Microstrain
In the process of simulation, the initial crack length is fixed at a constant length of 2a. At
the same time, the inclination of the crack remains a random variable. The histogram for
the random orientation of cracks is shown in Figure 7.6. When half the initial crack
length is a = 3 mm,the fit to the experimental data is the best
Figure 7.12 The influence of the initial crack length on the stress-strain diagram.

In the process of simulation, the angle of inclination is fixed at a constant value of 8. The
initial crack length is kept constant as weli.

Figure 7.13 The innuence of the initial crack orientation on the stress-strain diagram.

7.8 Conclusions
The compressive I o d comsponding to crack initiation and crack damage are
strongly dependent on crack geometry. It is possible that cracks are generated at the
various potential sites at different stress levels due to the random distribution of
orientation and length of the cracks. The crack initiation point is, by dennition, the
initiation of the h t crack. The number of nucleated cracks and the reiated crack density
increases witlr axial compressive load. Crack generation is the most intense when the
axial compressive load is close to the peak strength. The crack initiation and crack

damage stresses decrease with increasing initial crack length. The orientation of the
initial crack has little inauence on the crack initiation stress. The crack initiation stress

changes little when the orientation lies within the range of 30° to 70°. The crack
orientation has, however, a significant influence on the crack damage stress.

CHAPTER 8

SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

A crack mode1 caiIed ZUSR is constructed in this thesis. It combines three

elements: LEFM, wbich is used to find the stress distrïïution amund the crack tip, the
non-local elasticity method to convert the at-the-point stresses to non-local stresses, and
the USR criterion for fracture.

The W S R mode1 has been used to simulate the propagation of primary cracks
fiom a cylindrical cavity in a compressive stress field. Both the infinite and fiaite
boundary problems have been analyzed. The numerical results show that the process of
p h a r y crack propagation fiom a cylindrical cavity, contained in an infinite medium
under uniaxial loading, has three stages. After an initial period of unstable propagation,

the primary crack grows in a stable manner with a positive hardening rate. The
compressive load must be increased to cause M e r propagation, and greater and greater
increments of load are required to advance the crack by the same amount. In the third
stage, crack propagation is stîll stable, but the hardening rate decreases gradualiy with
crack length. Eventudy, the compressive load needed to extend the crack approaches the

compressive strength asymptotically. The process of primary crack propagation fkom a
cylindrical cavity, contained in a finite rather than innnite medium, has four instead of
three stages. The f h t three stages are similar to that of the infinite case. In the fourth

stage, the propagating crack senses the approach of the plate boundary and changes
course through increasing its hardening rate.

Prirnary fracture propagation is very sensitive to the laterai far-field stress. Even a
smaU lateral stress can increase crack resistance substantiaily and hence uihiit the

propagation of primary hctures.
Primary crack propagation M m a cyIindrical cavity is strongly dependent on the

size of the cavity. Corresponding to the same primary crack length, larger axial
compressive load is required for the smaller cavity than for the larger one.

The s t r o g boundary effect cautions against using models based on the concept of
W t e

medium. It is found that to reproduce the prediction of the analytical models

based on an infinite medium, the finite block size should be around 40 times the radius of
the cavity.

As the prim;uy crack propagates, the stresses around the cavity are redistnited.
In particular, the state of stress at points remote to the cavity becornes more critical than
at the crack tip. At this point a remote fiacture f o m . The compressive load at remote

fracture nucleation also varies with the size of cavity, although not as strongly as the
primary fracture.

Because of the size effect, there is a critical radius below which primary fractures
do not form. For Lac du Bonnet granite this is about 3 mm.

In numerical simulations with

the ZUSR moàel, the critical radius is comparable in size to the averaging distance. The
latter is assumed to be a material parameter.

According to the ZUSR model, wing crack propagation fiom a slidllig crack
under compressive loading has two stages. At low load (and crack length), crack

propagation is stable with an increasùig hardening rate. At a crack length that is about the

size of the onginating crack the hardening rate begins to decrease with the Ioad-crack
length curve approachingthe uniaxhicompressive strength asymptoticaliy.
Wing crack propagation is very sensitive to CO-g

pressure. With increasing

confining pressure, the propagation load increases sharply and the final crack length

becomes shorter.

The ZUSR mode1 was used to develop constitutive equations for a brittle material
that is subject to the combined effects of elastic deformaton and microcracking. In its

more general form, the modei d o w s variable initial crack length and crack orientation.

For the total number of cracks, the crack density increases with the axial compressive
load. Crack generation is the most intense when the compressive load is close to the
compressive strength.
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